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1 Introduction 

The trend of higher productivity and cost efficiency in the metal cutting industry lead to increased 

demands of tools, regarding higher feed rates and cutting velocity in combination with higher 

reliability. Therefore, the wear resistance, thermal stability as well as toughness of the tools have to 

be improved [1]. For machining of low carbon steels, stainless steels and cast irons, coated 

cemented carbide indexable inserts are frequently used beside cermets and ceramic materials  

[2, 3]. For those applications, were high thermal resistivity and wear resistance have to be covered 

with coatings up to 30 µm total thickness, chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is still state of the art 

[4-6]. The single layer TiC, TiN and TiCN coatings developed in the last century have been 

extended to multilayer coatings, where the different benefits of the materials like hot hardness and 

oxidation resistance are combined [7]. During the last two decades, the main efforts were to control 

and optimize the structure of the components, especially the Al2O3 phase and orientation [8-14]. 

The adjustment of material properties, starting with the outermost zone of the substrate material 

[15], the applied coating layers and their interfaces [10, 16-21] in combination with the deposition 

parameters are necessary to obtain an optimized tool. This has also to be adjusted to the 

associated post treatment process, where the final properties of the coated indexable insert are 

achieved [22-25]. The aims of recent investigations are to improve the understanding of the 

tribological system, in particular the generation of heat due to friction and plastic deformation of the 

chip in combination with the tool. In this complex system, the macroscopic scale of coating system, 

i.e. layer thickness and layer architecture, have to be combined with the adjusted structures and 

material properties. Finally, the design of interfaces has to be conducted on an atomistic level, to 

achieve the desired adherence of the individual layers within the coating architecture and to the 

substrate. The residual stresses caused by the thermal mismatch of layer and substrate materials 

have to be taken into account in combination with the modification of stress level due to the post 

treatment [22, 23, 26]. For a coating architecture with optimized performance, all of the above 

mentioned considerations have to be considered. 
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2 Chemical vapour deposition 

Chemical vapour deposition is a thermally activated process using volatile precursors, which react 

to solid products. Various types of CVD processes have been developed, to fulfil the criteria of a 

wide range of application from semiconductors, optical coatings, thermal barriers to wear resistant 

coatings. The deposition process can be assisted for example by plasma, laser or microwaves to 

lower the deposition temperatures close to room temperature. Numerous precursor materials from 

halide materials, carbonyls and metal organic compounds are used [27-29]. The solid products can 

form a surface covering layer due to heterogeneous reaction on the substrate or powder by a 

homogenous gas phase reaction. The second one is used to synthesize high purity fine grained 

powders, but is undesired for a coating process [27]. For the deposition of hard coatings for cutting 

applications, mainly the thermal process in a temperature range of 700 to 1100 °C is used. The 

principle build-up of a hot wall CVD unit, used for coating cemented carbide inserts [30], is shown 

in Fig. 1. The feed gas mixture is composed of pure gases dosed by rotameters [31] or mass flow 

controllers and halides, which can be volatilized by bubbler principle, liquid injection or chlorination 

above the boiling point. For precursors, which are liquid at room temperature (i.e. TiCl4, SiCl4, 

CH3CN), the bubbler principle was substituted by liquid mass flow controllers, which are much 

more precise. The chlorination of solid precursor materials above their boiling point is used in 

industrial scale for the generation of AlCl3, HfCl4 and ZrCl4 in external reactors using preheated 

feed gas lines to prevent condensation. Computer controlled deposition systems using mass flow 

controllers for precise dosing of precursors are state of the art in production scale and enable the 

possibility to use hundreds of different steps and allow gradients between them for a smooth 

transition of gas composition. 

 

Fig. 1: Principle of an industrial scale low-pressure CVD system. The supply of gaseous precursors, liquid precursors 

and chlorinator for solid precursors, to the heated retort is shown. The off gas with by-products is neutralised in a gas 

scrubber [own work]. 
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During the last century, different gas flow principles (c.f. Fig. 2) have been developed for coating 

cemented carbide inserts. The consequent reduction of path lengths, which a feed gas has to pass 

to attain all inserts of a batch, is necessary to obtain a homogenous coating structure and to avoid 

depletion of the feed gas. The evolution led from the bottom-to-top principle used for TiC, TiCN and 

TiN coatings, over alternative systems to the frequently used centric feed gas system [32]. This 

enables batch sizes of up to 15.000 half inch inserts and makes the coating process more cost 

efficient [33, 34]. 

 

Fig. 2: Gas flow principles for coating cemented carbide inserts: (a) from bottom to top, (b) from bottom to top with 

additional gas inlets and (c) centric feed gas tube [33]. 

When the prepared gas mixture reaches the substrates, five crucial steps determine the deposition 

process (c.f. Fig. 3). The first step of the deposition process is the diffusion through the boundary 

layer (1), followed by the adsorption of the reactants on the substrate surface (2). The adsorbed 

species can diffuse on the surface depending on the substrate temperature and finally react to 

products and by-products (3). The desorption of the by-products (4) is followed by the diffusion 

through the boundary layer (5) and the evacuation of the by-products. When using chloride 

precursors, the main by-product is HCl which is neutralized in an associated gas scrubber [29]. 

 

Fig. 3: Sequences of events during a CVD process [29]. 
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The rate determining step of the deposition process is given by the deposition parameters. 

Substrate temperature, deposition pressure and gas velocity influence the boundary layer 

thickness and the diffusion rate as illustrated in Fig. 4. When a low pressure deposition process 

(i.e. low pressure CVD, LPCVD) is applied, the boundary layer thickness decreases due to 

increased gas velocities and decreasing molecular density, which results in a faster diffusion of 

reactants and by-products (c.f. Fig. 4 a). The deposition at higher pressures consequences lower 

gas velocity, which leads to an increased boundary layer thickness (c.f. Fig. 4b). The diffusion rate 

increases with increasing temperature according Arrhenius law [29]. 

 

Fig. 4: Boundary layer thickness for low pressure (a) and high pressure deposition (b) [29]. 

The limitation of the deposition process can be expressed using an Arrhenius plot of deposition 

rate versus the deposition temperature shown in Fig. 5. With increasing deposition pressure from 

P1 over P2 to P3, the mass transport limitation becomes more and more dominant; the deposition 

rate decreases and the transition from a mass transport controlled regime to a surface kinetics 

controlled region is shifted to lower temperatures [29, 35]. 

 

Fig. 5: Regions of mass transport limitation (high p and T) and surface kinetics control (low p and T) at different total 

pressures (P1 < P2 < P3) [35]. 

In combination with the deposition rate, the developing coating structure is strongly affected by the 

deposition parameters and feed gas composition. Cheng et al. [36] suggested a model for the 

structure of TiCN coatings for different deposition temperatures and gas mixtures (c.f. Fig. 6). In 
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numerous other studies, not only the influence of deposition parameters on the crystal shape of 

different layer systems like TiC, TiCN, TiN [36-40] as well as Al2O3 [13, 14] but also by the use of 

doping agents [41-50] is presented. 

 

Fig. 6: Dependence of the morphology of TiCN coatings on their deposition temperature and composition [36]. 

Wagner et al. [37] pointed out that material properties like hardness not only depend on the 

chemical composition, but also on the microstructure. Consequently, an often followed goal is to 

design a deposition system and coating architecture to synthesize the selected materials and 

interfaces in an economic way in the desired structure, depending on deposition parameters and 

required gas preheating, as homogenously as possible on thousands of inserts within one batch. 
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3 Coating systems for cutting inserts 

3.1 Historic development of TiN/TiCN/Al2O3 coating systems 

The evolution of coatings for indexable cemented carbide inserts started in 1969, where the first 

TiC coated inserts were presented. This few micron thick coating with enhanced wear resistance 

and chemical inertness increased the lifetime of the inserts significantly. The combination of TiC, 

TiCN and TiN coatings led to a further improvement of oxidation resistance and durability for the 

first multilayered coatings. One example of such a graded multilayer coating was the “Goldmaster” 

coating from Plansee Tizit, which was introduced in 1973 (c.f. Fig. 7). 

  

Fig. 7: Goldmaster GM35 coating, total thickness of 12 µm with a coating architecture of TiC, four layers TiCN, with 

increasing nitrogen content and TiN, introduced in 1973 [51]. 

These properties were further enhanced by the introduction of Al2O3 as coating material in 1975  

[4, 5, 52-54]. The coating thickness of the early Al2O3 layers was limited, because of the “dog 

bone” effect, where the deposition rate at the edges of the substrate is higher than on flat surfaces. 

This effect could be suppressed by the use of H2S as catalytic doping agent, which made it 

possible to deposit thick uniform Al2O3 coatings [55] and increased the total deposition rate [44-46]. 

The first coatings were often mixtures of fine grained κ-Al2O3 beside coarse α-Al2O3 grains [56, 57]. 

Pure κ-Al2O3 coatings can be grown on non-oxidized TiC, TiCN and TiN surfaces, when the oxygen 

partial pressure can be set to a minimum level. The adherence of those κ-Al2O3 coatings is further 

enhanced by the use of bonding layers [10, 16, 58-60]. The transformation of metastable κ- to the 

thermodynamic stable α-Al2O3 phase during the deposition process or application is coupled with a 

volume contraction of 7 vol.-%, resulting in cracks which deteriorate the coating performance. 
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3.2 κ- to α-Al2O3 phase transformation 

The transformation of the metastable κ-Al2O3 into the stable α-Al2O3 during the deposition process 

[61], during cutting operation [62, 63] or ex-situ [64-68] was investigated extensively. Tab. 1 gives 

an overview of the existing literature. The speed of transformation depends beside time and 

temperature strongly on the boundary conditions like atmosphere and pressure and can also be 

influenced by doping agents. These effects were investigated in detail by Hochauer et al. [69], who 

showed an increased transformation time when using vacuum instead of argon atmosphere and a 

slowdown of transformation due to the addition Ti and B. Further optimization was shown by 

Okude et al. [70] by using Zr for the stabilisation of the κ-Al2O3 phase.  

Tab. 1: Survey of publications dealing with κ-Al2O3 coatings and the κ to α-Al2O3 phase transformation, including the 

used parameters 

Author 

Year 

Treatment 

 

Temperature

/Material 

Pressure/  

Tool geometry 

Atmosphere/ 

Cutting 

parameters vc/f/ap 

Duration 

 

Al2O3 thickness 
BL=Bilayer 

ML=Multilayer 

n = Number of layers 

Chatfield  

1989 [71] 
ex situ 1030 °C 101.3 kPa H2 

60 / 120 / 

180 min 
α + κ 1 µm 

Skogsmo  

1992 [64] 
ex situ 1050 °C 101.3 kPa Ar 100 l/h 

60 / 200 

min 
κ 4 µm 

Vuorinen  

1992 [65] 

ex situ and 

in situ 

1030-1090 °C 

1040 °C 
101.3 kPa Ar 100 l/h 

7 - 500 min 

180 min 
κ 4 µm 

Lindulf  

1994 [66] 
ex situ 1010-1090 °C 5 mPa vacuum 

30 - 1200 

min 

κML 8 µm 

n = 8, 15, 32 

Hansson 

1995 [67] 
ex situ 1030-1090 °C 5 mPa vacuum 

20 - 540 

min 
κ 1 / 8 µm 

Larsson  

1997 [72] 
ex situ 1050 °C   270 min α/κ 8 µm 

Ruppi 
1997 [73] 

longitudinal 
cutting 

34CrNiMo6 
SNUN 120412 

WC-5.5 % Co, 9 % CC 
200,250,275/ 

0.4/2.5 
1, 3, 6, 10 

min 
κML 8 µm 

n = 1, 4, 8, 15, 32 

Ruppi 

1997 [74] 
ex situ 1050 °C 

SNUN 120412 

WC-5.5 % Co, 9 % CC 
Ar 100 min 1 µm 

Larsson 
1998 [68] 

ex situ 1030 °C 5 mPa vacuum 0 - 420 min 
κML 8 µm 

n = 8 

Larsson 

1999 [62, 63] 

longitudinal 

cutting 
C45E 

SNUN 120412 

WC-5.5 % Co, 9 % CC 
200/0.4/2.5 dry 1, 6, 10 min 

κML 8 µm 

n = 8 

Osada  
2006 [61] 

in situ and 
ex situ 

1020 °C  H2 120 min α/κ 7 µm 

Fallqvuist 

2007 [75] 

cutting 

abrasion test 
34CrNiMo6 

SNUN 120412 

WC-5.5% Co, 9 % CC 
  

κML 8 µm 

n = 1, 8, 15, 32 

Hochauer 
2010 [69] 

ex situ 1000 °C 1 mPa / 101.3 kPa 
vacuum,  
Ar, N2 

0 - 1920 
min 

κBL 2x1 µm 

 

Fig. 8 shows a detailed investigation on a worn cutting insert used in steel turning operation, using 

focused ion beam (FIB) milling. A cross-section was prepared at the end of tool live close to the 

crater wear region, where the maximum temperature can be assumed. An intense crack network, 

shown in Fig. 8c, developed due to the κ to α-Al2O3 phase transformation. This network can be 

clearly distinguished from the thermal cracks of CVD coatings in the virgin state after the 

deposition process visible in Fig. 8d. Formation of this network results in low coating cohesion, 

which is limiting the tool life when stainless steels or cast iron should be machined. Crack 

formation can be retarded when κ-Al2O3 multilayer coatings are applied. 
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Fig. 8: Detailed scanning electron microscopy investigation of the κ-α Al2O3 transformation of a worn cutting tool (CNMG 

120408EN-TM P15 grade WC-Co 6 % Co) in steel turning operation using 42CrMo4 (DIN 1.7225) work piece material, 

cutting speed vc = 260 m/min, feed rate f = 0.4 mm/rev, depth of cut ap = 3-2-1 mm with cooling lubricant: (a) overview 

and location of FIB milled cross-section, (b) cross-section close to the crater wear region, (c) crack network of the κ-Al2O3 

coating due to the κ- to α-Al2O3 transformation and (d) virgin insert showing a thermal crack [own work]. 

The use of multilayer oxide coatings was also very common during the 80ies of the last century. 

Due to renucleation at the interlayer, the Al2O3 grain size could be reduced, which led to a 

decrease in surface roughness. Halvarsson et al. [76] reported an optimum number of 8 

interlayers, which yielded superior cutting performance and transverse rupture strength. An 

example is given in Fig. 9, where a κ-Al2O3 coating was interrupted by TiN-TiNB-TiN interlayers. 

However, it should be noted that the adherence of the interface and its porosity was frequently the 

limiting factor in cutting operation [56, 59, 76-80]. 
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Fig. 9: Comparison of single layer (a & c) and multilayer (n = 3, b & d) κ-Al2O3 coating on a medium temperature TiCN 

base layer with respect to grain size in scanning electron microscopy top view micrographs and fracture  

cross-sections [81]. 

3.3 Improved α-Al2O3 coatings and interlayers 

An important step in process technology occurred in the 90ies of the last century, when computer 

controlled deposition systems were introduced [32]. This increased the flexibility in coating 

architecture, enhanced the reproducibility of the coatings and made it possible to define very short 

sensitive steps and ramping functions. Due to the improved control of leakage rate and oxygen 

partial pressure during interlayer deposition and during the initial growth of the Al2O3 layer, it was 

possible to deposit pure α-Al2O3 coatings with high reliability [56, 78]. Starting in 1992, numerous 

patents were composed to obtain well defined (012) [82, 83], (104) [84] and (110) [85] texture of  

α-Al2O3. Also the differences of as deposited and thermally transformed α-Al2O3 coatings were 

studied [72]. Osada et al. [61] pointed out that α-Al2O3 coatings transformed immediately after 

coating deposition without prior cooling down to room temperature have also superior wear 

resistance, compared to κ-Al2O3 coatings or ex-situ transformed ones.  

In the end of the last century an interlayer was claimed by Holzschuh, containing the Al2TiO5 

phase, resulting in an further improved adhesion [60]. Especially in combination with this interlayer, 

the growth orientation of the α-Al2O3 was forced to (0001), e.g. an (006) texture. X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) measurements [86] of such a coating from the year 2001 on a Walter WAK20 insert [87], 

exhibiting a coating architecture of 0.5 µm TiN, 7.5 µm TiCN, 1.0 µm Ti-Al-C-N-O, 10.8 µm α-Al2O3 

and a 0.3 µm TiN top coating, are shown in Fig. 10, as well as the calculated orientation density 

function (c.f. Fig. 11). The (006) α-Al2O3 peak, indicated in the θ-2θ scan, can be misinterpreted as 

TiC peak, which is close to this location. An unambiguous confirmation can be provided by pole 

figure measurements, especially when the peak intensity is low [88].  
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Fig. 10: X-ray diffractogram determined in θ-2θ geometry using Cu kα-radiation;  

Walter WAK20 (2001) [86, 87] 

 

Fig. 11: Calculated orientation density function (ODF) of the measured (104), (113), (116) and (012) pole figures, using a 

maximum azimuth angle of 90°; Walter WAK20 insert (2001) [86, 87]. 

Most of the patents claiming α-Al2O3 estimated the preferred orientation by the texture coefficient. 

This is done by using the maximum peak intensity [89, 90] in relation to JCPDF cards of α-Al2O3 

according to eq. 1, where I(hkl) is the measured maximum peak intensity and I0(hkl) is the value 

from the JCPDF reference. Depending on the number of reflections n, which are taken into 

account, the absolute value of TC can vary. 

 

(1) 
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This is demonstrated in Tab. 2, where all peaks which can be clearly distinguished from those 

originating from the substrate and the base layer are taken into account. A comparison of this 

calculation with those used in patents [91-94] by arbitrary selecting peaks is made. Here it can be 

seen that the magnitude of TC changes significantly, which is coupled also with the low standard 

intensity I0(006) of 2 %. If peaks of low standard intensities are not taken into account, a 

misinterpretation of texture is possible. Another weakness of this method is that only the maximum 

intensity of the peaks was used. Peak broadening is caused by decreasing crystallite size, coupled 

with a decrease of maximum peak intensity while the integral peak intensity remains constant. The 

second approach is more significant in XRD analysis, especially when fine grained structures are 

desired [88, 95]. 

Tab. 2: Maximum peak intensity and calculated TC values based on an XRD θ-2θ scan (c.f. Fig. 10) on a Walter WAK20 

insert (2001) [87]; [own work]. 

Peak 2θ I I0 I/I0 TC (n=10) TC (n=6) TC (n=7) TC (n=8) TC (n=6) 

(hkl) [°] [%] JCPDF 

46-1212 

[%] 

 all peaks (012), (104), (110), 

(113), (024), (116) 

(012), (104), (110), 

(113), (024), (116), 

(300) 

(012), (104), (110), 

(006), (113), (202), 

(024), (116) 

(012), (104), (110), 

(006), (113), (116) 

(012)   25.584 33.8 45 0.75 0.56 1.08 1.15 0.48 0.38 

(104)   35.137 100.0 100 1.00 0.74 1.44 1.53 0.64 0.50 

(110)   37.785 15.7 21 0.75 0.56 1.08 1.14 0.48 0.37 

(006)   41.685 16.8 2 8.40 6.25     5.35 4.21 

(113)   43.363 27.4 66 0.42 0.31 0.60 0.64 0.26 0.21 

(202)   46.184 0.0 1 0.00 0.00     0.00   

(024)   52.553 19.5 34 0.57 0.43 0.83 0.88 0.37   

(116)   57.519 59.7 89 0.67 0.50 0.97 1.03 0.43 0.34 

(214) 66.548 10.6 23 0.46 0.34         

(300) 68.198 11.2 27 0.41 0.31   0.63     

Calculation according patent   
EP0603144B1  

[91] 

US20040202877A1 

[92] 

WO2008094104A1 

[93] 

EP1953258B1 

[94] 

Date of filing   1993 2004 2008 2008 

Sum of TC taken into account 10.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 6.0 

3.4 The evolution of base layer systems 

Parallel to the improvements regarding to Al2O3, the medium temperature process for the 

deposition of the TiCN base layer (MT-TiCN) using CH3CN and TiCl4 as precursor materials 

substituted the former process using CH4, N2 and TiCl4 almost completely in the mid 90ies of the 

last century. Beside the columnar structure, the main advantage of the MT-TiCN process is the 

suppression of the undesired η-phase formation in the cemented carbide [21, 96-99], due to the 

lower deposition temperature of 800 to 900 °C, compared to the 930 to 1050 °C necessary for the 

process using CH4 as carbon source. These high temperatures are needed to break the strong C-H 

bonds of CH4 [4, 100], but have a significant effect on the substrate material. Lee et al. [98] 

presented a schematic model of the η-phase formation shown in Fig. 12 and investigated the 
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influence on the deposition conditions. An increase of η-layer thickness was reported with 

increasing temperature and increasing Co content of the substrate material, where the diffusion is 

faster than in WC. The η-phase nucleates at the interface of WC grains in the surface near region 

and is mainly influenced by the diffusion of C in Co, that means that this process strongly depends 

on temperature as well as Co content of the cemented carbide.  

 

Fig. 12: Schematic model showing the nucleation and growth of the η-layer; (a) nucleation preferentially at the interface 

between WC grains near the surface, (b) growth of η-phase around WC grains proceeded by diffusion processes,  

(c) η-phase partially embedding WC grains, (d) Cessation of growth by reaching the solubility limit of W in  

Co-rich phase [98]. 

Due to the fact that this process is driven by diffusion, the formation of the η-phase (c.f. Fig. 13) 

occurs preferentially on edges, especially where the toughness of cutting tools is needed. 

 

Fig. 13: Optical microscopy cross-section after Murakami etching of a Sandvik GC425 insert (1987) [101] with  

TiC-TiCN-TiN coating (8.5 µm) and pronounced η-phase at the cutting edge [own work]. 
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This effect can also be shown when a 0.7 µm thick TiN layer is deposited at 920 °C on polished 

cemented carbide inserts. As seen in Fig. 14, the TiN nucleates on the triangular WC grain 

epitaxially [4, 102]. A higher growth rate occurs close to the Co binder region, where the C is 

mobile, diffuses and reacts with the TiCl4 and N2 of the gas atmosphere to TiCN. This results in 

porosity at the interface as well as η-phase formation in the uppermost region of the substrate 

material. Such a TiN interlayer with well adapted deposition condition is necessary to minimize 

diffusion and porosity, and growth a well adherent, columnar MT-TiCN on top. 

   

Fig. 14: Scanning electron microscopy top view (a) and FIB cross-section (b) of a 0.7 µm TiN coated, polished WC-Co 

cemented carbide insert exhibiting 9 wt.% Co and 4 wt.% cubic carbides. The higher growth rates close to the Co binder, 

epitaxial growth of TiN on WC grain as well as porosity due to C diffusion and consequently reaction with TiCl4 to TiCN 

can be seen [own work]. 

In the end of the 1980ies, Kübel [103-106] demonstrated the increased lifetime and enhanced 

toughness of the MT-TiCN coatings compared to standard CVD TiCN and TiCN coatings grown by 

physical vapour deposition (PVD) in interrupted cutting and milling operations. It was also stated 

that this performance can be even further enhanced by the combination with Al2O3 [104, 107]. 

Further improvements were made by controlling the crystal orientation and refining the columnar 

structure. There, additional species like B [43, 108], CO [41, 109] and different hydrocarbons [110] 

can be used. The effect of such an addition on the morphology of the coating is shown for the 

example of CO addition in Fig. 15. 

Beside the use of CH3CN in MT-TiCN coatings, also other approaches are reported to lower the 

deposition temperature for increased toughness of the tool. Investigations where done for TiNB 

and ZrBN coatings in a temperature range of 850-1050 °C [111, 112], while also the use of 

hydrocarbons like C2H6 at 920 °C is feasible [113, 114]. For a further decrease of deposition 

temperature, more reactive precursors like metal organic compounds or ammonia are necessary 

[115]. 
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Fig. 15: Scanning electron microscopy surface images (top row) and fracture cross-sections (bottom row) of the  

MT-TiCxN1-x based coatings as function of the CO fraction in the feed gas [109]. 

3.5 Crystal orientation of α-Al2O3 

Within the last three decades, the main focus in patents and scientific literature was set to the well-

defined growth of selected α-Al2O3 crystal orientations. Beside the systematic (012), (104) and 

(110) orientation, the (300) and (006) orientation could by synthesized via CVD. The anisotropic 

material properties and wear behaviour could be correlated with the orientation of the α-Al2O3 

crystals and it could be shown that the (0001) growth orientation has the most beneficial properties 

in cutting application [13, 116-118]. A preferred (0001) growth orientation has also the advantage 

of a lower surface roughness due to formation of flat crystals, as illustrated in Fig. 16. Nearly all of 

the CVD coatings for cemented carbide cutting tools applied in turning, milling, parting or grooving 

show the above described TiN/MT-TiCN/Al2O3 coating architecture, where α-Al2O3 is nowadays the 

most frequent polymorph. Depending on the cutting application, also TiN or TiCN top coatings can 

be applied for a better determination of flank wear, which can be removed on the cutting edge or 

the flank face due to suitable post treatment processes [119].  
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Fig. 16: Scanning electron microscopy top view image of an 8 µm (0001) oriented α-Al2O3 coating on a MT-TiCN base 

layer. The flattened domes of the crystals correspond to the (0001) basal plane [own work]. 

3.6 Post treatment of coatings and residual stresses 

For different reasons, post treatment processes are applied for CVD hard coatings. In the 

beginning, they were used to obtain a homogenous colour and to smoothen the surface, especially 

the cutting edge of the inserts. Different processes, mainly brushing and wet or dry abrasive 

blasting with different media, can be applied. By using metallic blasting media, also the transfer of 

material can influence the uppermost region of the coating due to adhering blasting material. With 

this method, the tribology of the chip flow on the rake face can be influenced [120, 121].  

One of the most important steps for an effective post treatment process is the improvement of 

coating adhesion, more precisely the adhesion of Al2O3 due to optimized bonding layers, as 

explained in section 3.3. Now the residual tensile stresses, which are caused by the difference in 

thermal expansion coefficient of substrate and coating, coupled with the high deposition 

temperatures can be decreased by an intense blasting process. In combination with the (0001) 

oriented α-Al2O3 coating (c.f. Fig. 11), the famous TigerTec coating from Walter made it possible to 

change the residual stresses from tensile to compressive [22-24]. The TigerTec appearance with 

the black rake face, where the top coating was removed, and the yellow or silver flank face for 

better wear detection [119] was extended to nearly all products of Walter and the Sandvik 

Coromant Group (c.f. Fig. 17).  
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Fig. 17: Advertising of TigerTec product introduction in September 2001, extension within the Coromant Group to 

Sandvik GC3215 and further grades in 2003 and Walter news presenting the PVD-TigerTec coatings at the EMO 

exhibition 2005 in Hannover. 

Fig. 18 shows the residual stress gradient of several post treated α-Al2O3 coatings, measured from 

their surface. The high residual compressive stresses in the uppermost region of the coatings 

result in an increased toughness, especially at the cutting edge in interrupted cutting operations 

[23]. This effect can also be applied for other coatings like Al2O3 [25, 26, 122], TiAlN [123] or PVD-

TiAlN [124-127], but is limited by the adhesion of the coating.  

 

Fig. 18: XRD residual stress profiles determined using the sin²φ method on post treated α-Al2O3 coatings. Measurements 

were done on the rake face of CNMA 120408EN cutting tools of: Walter WAK10 (2006) [128], Walter WAK20 (2010) 

[129], Sandvik GC3205 (2006) [130], with removed top coating on the rake face (TigerTec), in comparison to Seco 

TK1000 (2006) [131], Mitsubishi UC5115 (2006) [132], Kennametal KC9315 (2006) [133] and Sandvik 3015 (2006) [134]; 

[own work]. 
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For the modification of residual stresses of coated indexable inserts, mainly wet and dry abrasive 

blasting processes were used. Beside the pressure, i.e. particle velocity and exposure time, the 

material and shape of the blasting media is of major importance. Sharp edged as well as round 

blasting media are available in various grit sizes, which results in a huge variety of contact radii 

active during impact on the coating surface. In combination with the elastic and plastic material 

behaviour of the blasting media and work piece material, i.e. the relation of their hardness values, 

the elementary behaviour can be predicted. Schalk [135] showed the generation of residual tensile 

stresses and recovery due to thermal treatment for blasted α- and κ-Al2O3. Two main processes, 

namely the Hertzian pressure showing a residual stress maximum underneath the surface and 

plastic stretching with the residual stress maximum at the surface, can be distinguished  

(c.f. Fig. 19). For hard coatings, treated with ceramic blasting media, behaviour according to 

Hertzian pressure is common [24, 124, 136]. 

 

Fig. 19: Elementary processes and stress distribution due to blasting [137]. 

Schiffner and Droste gen. Helling [136] presented a numerical model, verified by experimental 

results, which illustrates the influence of the major process parameters. The residual stress 

gradient, the main investigated quantities and the influence of particle velocity and contact radius is 

illustrated in Fig. 20. The particle energy at the impact can be correlated to the particle radius, in 

combination with the density to the mass of the particle and the velocity. For the post treatment of 

multilayered hard coatings, most frequently the maximum energy is limited by the coating adhesion 

at the cutting edge.  
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Fig. 20: Definition of the investigated quantities and calculated results for different parameters using 42CrMo4 work piece 

material. Contact radius r = 0.2-1.0 mm, particle velocity v0 < 100 m/s, assuming that the spheres are much stiffer than 

the work piece material [136]. 

The development of residual stresses due to deposition conditions, the resulting microstructure 

and texture coupled with anisotropic material behaviour in combination with post treatments 

increased the necessity for a more detailed understanding of residual stress gradients. One very 

important part for this knowledge base is the improvement of stress measurement techniques for 

CVD multilayer coatings. Beside the classical XRD methods, sin²φ and multiple hkl methods [88] 

using synchrotron radiation were developed. Klaus et al. presented a method using white 

synchrotron radiation on the surface of a tilted sample and energy dispersive diffraction as well as 

an angle dispersive approach [22, 23, 138]. The measurement principle is illustrated in Fig. 21a. 

Drawback of this method is the complex calculation of damping and the exact information depth.  

A different approach was presented by Keckes et al. [139] using a monochromatic 100 and 250 nm 

diameter synchrotron radiation beam and a FIB prepared specimen of 50 µm thickness. By moving 

of the sample perpendicular to the beam and evaluation of the Debye-Scherrer rings, depth 

resolved microstructure and strain analyses can be conducted with high lateral resolution. The 

measurement principle is shown in Fig. 21b. 
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a) b) 
 

Fig. 21: Methods for depth resolved residual stress analysis presented by Klaus (a) [138] and Keckes et al. (b) [139]. 

Using this detailed information in combination with the computer controlled deposition systems 

described in section 3.3, an adapted design of coating architecture including graded layers and 

interfaces with well adapted post treatment process is feasible. In this context, CVD coatings with 

very atypical behavior on cemented carbides are highly interesting. Especially CVD TiB2 [111, 112, 

140, 141] as well as CVD TiAlN [115, 123, 142], both showing residual compressive stresses after 

cooling, are of major interest. The deposition of TiB2 using TiCl4-BCl3-H2-Ar atmosphere at 

moderate temperature is a well-known and slow deposition process [112]. In contrast, the 

deposition of TiAlN with TiCl4-AlCl3-NH3 precursors using H2, N2 or Ar carrier gas or mixtures 

thereof, is a very fast and difficult to control process. A separated gas distribution and inlets are 

necessary for a large scale production [143, 144]. 
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3.7 Future developments - TiAlN coatings via CVD 

TiAlN hard coatings have superior properties in cutting applications, compared to TiN and TiCN, 

when hardness, hot hardness and oxidation resistivity are needed. For PVD hard coatings applied 

in metal cutting application on cemented carbide substrates, the TiAlN-based systems cover the 

major proportion of cutting applications [6, 145, 146]. The residual compressive stresses especially 

in PVD coatings or post treated CVD coatings can lead to significant improvements of tool life  

[122, 147, 148]. 

Different attempts were made to deposit TiAlN coatings without plasma assistance using 

atmospheric pressure CVD (APCVD) or LPCVD. In this case, NH3 as reactive precursor for N in 

combination with TiCl4 and AlCl3 is necessary. Some of these experiments were performed in 

laboratory scale, but others also using industrial scale plants. The difficulty regarding to 

homogeneity is the distribution of coating thickness within the reactor, as well as the homogeneity 

regarding to phase composition. Several authors observed multicomponent systems with cubic TiN 

+ cubic TiAlN [115, 144], wurtzite AlN + cubic TiAlN [115, 144, 149] or mixtures with 

nanocrystalline + amorphous structure [150]. Anderbouhr et al. [151] presented a Ti0.52Al0.48N 

composition in a single phased cubic structure, which was deposited at 700 °C. Analoguously, 

Madar et al. [152] claimed the deposition of cubic Ti1-xAlxN for 0 < x < 0.6, deposited between 550 

and 650 °C. While the Al fraction of the Ti1-xAlxN coatings in the earlier works was moderate  

(0  x < 0.6), Endler et al. [115, 142-144] and Pitonak et al. [149, 153, 154] documented Al rich 

coatings up to x = 0.98. Tab. 3 gives an overview of publications dealing with CVD TiAlN 

deposition without plasma assistance. 

Tab. 3: Overview of publications and corresponding process parameters dealing with CVD deposition of TiAlN without 

plasma assistance. 

Author Year Type Temp. Gas system Pressure Scale 

Liu [150] 1996 APCVD 650-850 °C TiCl4-AlCl3-NH3-He atmospheric Lab 

Anderbouhr [151] 1997 LPCVD 700 °C TiCl4-AlCl3-NH3-Ar-H2 11 mbar Lab 

Anderbouhr [155] 1999 LPCVD 500-700 °C TiCl4-AlCl3-NH3-Ar-H2 0.55-1.40 mbar Lab 

Yoshikawa [156] 2001 CVD 700 °C TiCl4-AlCl3-NH3-H2 - - 

Wagner [157] 2008 APCVD 550-600 °C TiCl4-AlCl3-NH3-Ar atmospheric Industrial 

Endler [115] 2008 LPCVD 800-900 °C TiCl4-AlCl3-NH3-H2-N2 < 100 mbar Lab 

Endler [142] 2010 LPCVD 800-900 °C TiCl4-AlCl3-NH3-H2-N2-Ar-C2H4 < 100 mbar Lab 

Spieß [123] 2010 CVD < 800 °C TiCl4-AlCl3-NH3-? - Industrial 

Pitonak [149] 2013 LPCVD 800 °C TiCl4-AlCl3-NH3-H2-N2 30 mbar Industrial 

 

Beside the phase composition of CVD deposited TiAlN coatings, the chlorine content is of major 

importance, which should be as low as possible for cutting application. A decreasing Cl 

incorporation, could be reached by increasing deposition temperature, as well as increased NH3 
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fraction [151, 158]. Also a treatment in Ar-NH3 atmosphere can reduce the Cl incorporation [151]. 

By the adaption of process parameters, Cl contents < 1 at.% are feasible. Most of the authors 

reported a strong (200) orientation of the cubic TiAlN phase [150, 155, 156, 159]. 

The first cutting tool on the market with a CVD AlTiN coating was the TeraSpeed grade (LCK15M) 

from Böhlerit, which was presented on the EMO 2011 [160, 161]. Early documents stated a nearly 

pure cubic structure [161, 162], while more detailed investigations showed a mixture of cubic-TiAlN 

and wurtzite-AlN [149]. Due to the deposition above the thermodynamic equilibrium, the phase 

separation takes place analogously than observed for PVD coatings [163]. The volume gain of 

approximately 20 % due to the cubic to wurtzite transformation [164] may be responsible for the 

residual compressive stresses within these CVD TiAlN coatings.  

Beside all difficulties of manufacturing, this system opens a wide playground of coating systems, 

as already started, e.g., with TiAlCN coatings [142]. At moderate temperatures, the synthesis of 

metastable coating systems via CVD could be demonstrated, close to deposition temperatures of 

PVD processes. The implementation of these TiAlN or TiAlCN layers are feasible as base layer 

[165] or as top coating on a TiCN/Al2O3 multilayer, having residual compressive stresses after the 

deposition process [166]. The applicability as top coating influencing the stress profile is also 

shown by Cho et al. [167], who described an Al-rich AlTiSiCrN top coating synthesised via CVD. 
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4 Conclusions and outlook 

The aim of this thesis is to enhance the present understanding of the design of wear-

resistant CVD multilayer coatings for cemented carbide cutting tools. The evolutionary 

development of the coatings from the first monolayer TiC to the highly textured  

TiN/MT-TiCN/α-Al2O3 coatings with well-defined interfaces is summarized. The effect of 

post treatment methods, their influence on residual stress profiles and consequently their 

impact on the lifetime of the cutting tools is reviewed. The most important characterization 

techniques necessary for a detailed improvement of coating architectures are explained. 

Publication I included in this thesis demonstrates that not only the gas composition, but 

also the gas flow principle is of major importance. The distribution of the precursors 

significantly influences the homogeneity of coating thickness and structure. This becomes 

more important, the more reactive the precursor system is. Each layer type of the 

multilayer coating has a different optimum of deposition conditions like pressure, total gas 

flow and temperature, which all have to be covered by an optimum compromise of 

hardware arrangement and process recipes. 

Using CVD, a wide range of materials and chemical compositions can be synthesized and 

combined within a multilayer system. These layer materials differ in their properties and 

have to be selected in an optimum way to meet the requirements in cutting application. 

Furthermore, coupled varying parameters like thermal expansion result in stress gradients. 

The influence of the coating architecture itself on stress gradients at comparable coating 

thickness as well as the cutting performance is demonstrated in Publication II. 

The adaption of a single layer can also be done by using different precursor systems or by 

modification of microstructure. Publications III and IV show examples, where TiCN layers 

were deposited using C2H6 as alternative carbon source instead of CH3CN. Both systems 

can be adjusted regarding their microstructure using additional species like CO and BCl3. 

A well-defined amount of additional species led in both cases to grain refinement and 

enhanced hardness. Both together improved the lifetime in cutting operations. A more 

detailed understanding of the material properties, especially the interfaces within a 

multilayer coating, enables the possibility for designing an optimized coating architecture. 

This can be realized e.g. by graded layers and smooth transitions at the interfaces. In 

combination with suitable post treatments, in particular the defined introduction of residual 

compressive stresses, the durability of the cutting inserts can be further improved. 
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A further progress in the performance of CVD coated cemented carbide tools can be 

achieved, when the large scale production of multi-layered systems including TiAlN based 

coatings becomes state of the art. Due to the much more complex deposition conditions 

and the separated feed gas lines necessary for the highly reactive precursors, an adaption 

of the hardware and gas supply is essential. When these challenges are solved, a 

progress due to the superior material properties like hot hardness, oxidation resistance 

and especially the residual compressive stresses of TiAlN can lead to a significant 

improvement in cutting performance for a huge range of applications. 
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batching was done by myself, with technical assistance by Karl Gigl. Light optical microscopy, 

gravimetric measurements, scanning electron microscopy, thermodynamic calculations, 

nanoindentation experiments and preparation of the measured data was done by myself. I also 

evaluated the XRD measurements and stress analysis, conducted by Marianne Penoy, calculated 

texture coefficients and wrote the manuscript.  

Publication II 

Also for this manuscript, the concept, preparation of samples, creation of coating recipes and 

realization of the deposition runs was done by myself. I have also investigated the samples by 

SEM and LOM, nanoindentation, and gravimetric analysis. Similar to the other publications, I 

evaluated the XRD data provided by Marianne Penoy. The cutting tests were performed in the 

Ceratizit tooling academy under my supervision. The worn cutting inserts were investigated and 

evaluated by myself and I prepared the major part of the manuscript. 

Publication III 

The design of the concept, preparation of the samples, development of the coating process and 

batching according to Publication I was done by myself. I have conducted the gravimetric 

measurements, coating thickness and roughness measurements, nanoindentation, as well as the 

SEM analysis. The ToF-SIMS data, measured by Stefan Puchner, as well as XRD and GDOES 

analysis performed by Marianne Penoy, were evaluated and interpreted by myself. The TEM 

analysis, performed by Uwe Mühle, was included in the manuscript with his support. The 

manuscript was prepared by myself. 

Publication IV 

Also for the last publication, the concept of the manuscript was developed by myself. I also 

prepared all samples, defined the coating recipes, the batching and the execution of the deposition 

runs. Gravimetric measurements, determination of coating thickness, nanoindentation, SEM 

analysis and roughness measurements were conducted by myself. I have processed data from 

GDOES and XRD measurements, performed by Marianne Penoy. The interpretation and 
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incorporation of TEM analysis as well as results from cutting tests performed at the Ceratizit tooling 

academy were done by myself. I also prepared the manuscript with the conditioned data. 

Summary 

The proportion of my contribution in percent is summarized in the table below. 

 
Concept and 
planning [%] 

Experiments 
[%] 

Analysis and 
interpretation [%] 

Manuscript 
preparation [%] 

Publication I 100  100 100 100 

Publication II 100 100 85 95 

Publication III 100 100 95 100 

Publication IV 100 100 95 100 

 

Supervision is not included! 
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Publication I 

Homogeneity of industrial scale thermal CVD process  

for TiCN hard coatings 

C. Czettl, C. Mitterer, C. Michotte, M. Penoy, M. Kathrein 

17th International Plansee Seminar 2009, Reutte, Austria, 2009, p. HM71.1 
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Homogeneity of Industrial Scale Thermal CVD Process  

for TiCN Hard Coatings 

C. Czettl*, C. Mitterer**, C. Michotte***, M. Penoy***,  

M. Kathrein**** 

* Materials Center Leoben Forschung GmbH Leoben, Austria  

** Department of Physical Metallurgy and Materials Testing, University of Leoben, Austria  

*** CERATIZIT Luxembourg GmbH, Mamer, Luxembourg 

**** CERATIZIT Austria GmbH, Reutte, Austria 

Abstract  

Different gas flow setups were investigated in an industrial scale thermal CVD hot wall reactor. 

Features of TiCN hard coatings deposited on cemented carbides are analysed with regard to 

homogeneity of coating thickness and composition in a production batch. The experiments were 

carried out in the TiCl4/CH4/N2/H2/Ar gas system at constant temperature of 1020 °C using 

cemented carbide inserts. The influence of the reactor geometry and gas flow conditions on the 

deposited coatings were analysed by gravimetric measurements, light optical microscopy, 

scanning electron microscopy  and X-ray diffraction and related to the sample position on the 

respective level and radius of the substrate holder.  

In this study, different reactor setups were compared and the achieved thickness, chemical 

composition, surface topography, preferred orientation and internal stresses in axial or radial 

direction are shown. The variation of obtained coating features as well as their order of magnitude 

are discussed which leads to the beneficial reactor geometry for the coating of a whole batch of 

inserts keeping the scattering at a minimum level. 

 

 

 

 

Keywords 

CVD, TiCN, hard coating, homogeneity, gas flow setup
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Introduction 

High temperature chemical vapor deposition (HT-CVD) is still the most cost effictive process for 

coating of cemented carbide cutting tools. Batches of up to 20.000 half inch inserts can be coated 

within one deposition run, to produce hard coatings of carbides, nitrides, carbonitrides, borides and 

oxides in different multilayer architectures with a total thickness of up to 30 µm [1-3]. A uniform 

deposition of each coating layer as well as the homogeneous coating distribution in industrial scale 

CVD units were the focus of many papers published in the last decades, with the goal to minimise 

tolerances and to increase productivity [4-6]. The most common coating design for turning and 

milling of iron based materials starts with a titanium nitride layer (TiN), followed by a medium 

temperature titanium carbonitride layer (MT-TiCN), a bond layer based on high temperature 

titanium carbonitrides (HT-TiCN) or TiN, an aluminium oxide (Al2O3) layer and frequently a top 

layer of TiCN and/or TiN [7]. The top layer is commonly removed on the cutting edge or on the 

complete rake face by post treatment processes to smoothen the surface, to modify the stress 

gradient within the underlying Al2O3 layer and, thus, to prevent micro-chipping [8]. 

The HT process for the production of TiCN base layers with TiCl4, N2 and CH4 as precursors has 

almost completely been displaced by the MT-TiCN process using TiCl4 and CH3CN, which 

prevents in combination with the first TiN layer the undesired phase formation [9]. However,  

HT-TiCN is still applied within the bond layer and the top layer of the coatings [10]. In case of the 

bond layer, not only the variation of thickness over the whole batch is important, but the 

homogeneity of structure is crucial for the following deposition steps, in particular for the nucleation 

of Al2O3. A uniform structure is also crucial for the top layer, regarding the uniformity of surface 

roughness, internal stresses and color. 

Thus, the aim of this work was to investigate the homogeneity of mass gain and coating thickness, 

structure, chemical composition and internal stresses of TiCN coatings deposited in a HT-CVD 

process using three different gas flow setups. 

Experimental Details 

TiCN depositions were carried out using a computer controlled industrial scale hot wall CVD unit. 

The homogeneity of mass gain, structure, composition and internal stresses were investigated, 

using three different deposition systems, shown schematically in Fig. 1 and labeled as setup A, B 

and C. The associated gas preheating systems differ in contact surface and residence time of the 

feed gas, which is due to continuous evolution of the gas flow setups from A to B and finally C. The 

inlet gas composition was 5.9 vol.% CH4, 3 vol.% TiCl4, 64.8 vol.% H2, 7.5 vol.% N2 and 18.8 vol.% 

Ar at a constant deposition temperature of 1020 °C. The deposition time for each experiment was 

90 minutes and the total gas flow was adjusted in relation to the reactor volume. The used 

specimens were commercial 11 wt.-% Co cemented carbide inserts in SNUN 120412 geometry 
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with a polished surface. To achieve a representative overview of the whole batch, specimens were 

positioned on levels in the top, middle and bottom region of the reactor. On each level, specimens 

were placed in the center, on the half radius and at close to the outside border of the sample 

holder, named R0, R1/2 and R, respectively.  

 

 

A 

 

 

B 

 

 

C 

Fig. 1: Schematics of the gas flow setups used in the diferent deposition systems 

Thermodynamics of TiN and TiCN formation was assessed using the software package HSC 

Chemistry [11]. The mass gain was determined using a Sartorius micro-balance with 0.1 mg 

accuracy. The coating thickness was measured on polished cross sections using a Nikon Epiphot 

300 light optical microscope (LOM) with Image Access measurement software. The 

crystallographic structure of the deposited layer was determined using a Panalytical X’Pert Pro  

X-ray diffraction (XRD) unit with Cu K radiation and glancing angle (angle of incidence, 2°) 

geometry. The C/(C+N) atomic ratio was determined by XRD via the stress corrected lattice 

parameter regarding to Vegard’s law [12], as proven for many solid solutions of TiCxN1-x 

compositions [13-15]. The residual stresses of the coatings were studied by the sin2
 method. 

Surface topography was investigated using a FEI Quanta 200 scanning electron microscope 

(SEM).  

Results and Discussion 

Mass gain and layer thickness 

The mean mass gain of the nine analysed samples per batch was 16.6 ± 1.3 mg, 9.4 ± 1.7 mg and 

8.9 ± 2.2 mg for the gas flow systems A, B and C, respectively. The highest mass gain was 

observed using gas flow setup A, where it was about 70 % higher than for B and C. This can be 

caused by a overproportional amount of feed gas and higher supersaturation [16]. The scattering 

of mass gain for the individual sample positions within each experiment is the lowest for setup A. 
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For the arrangements B and C, a slight decrease of mass gain towards the outside specimen at 

the top level can be seen, as illustrated in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2: Mass gain distribution in relation to gas flow setup and specimen position 

The mean growth rate of 32.0, 18.2 and 8.9 g cm-2 min-1 for the gas flow systems A, B and C, 

respectively, are higher than the values of 2-6 g cm-2 min-1 reported by Cheng et al. [16]. This is 

due to the higher total gas flow rates used in our experiments, where the deposition temperature is 

close to the transition point from surface limited reaction to mass flow controlled reaction [17]. 

The average standard deviation of mass gain was calculated for each level and each radial 

position to assess the volume distribution for the three different setups. The obtained values are 

0.6, 1.9 and 2.1 along the height of the reactor and 0.6, 0.9 and 1.5 in radial direction for the gas 

flow systems A, B and C, respectively. This denotes that the homogeneity of mass gain within one 

level is better than along the height of the reactor, especially for gas flow systems B and C.  

The measured layer thickness distribution is shown in Fig. 3, which correlates well with the mass 

gain presented in Fig. 2, except for the specimen on the middle level, position R, in setup A. The 

higher mass gain of gas flow setup A results in an increased average layer thickness for the nine 

samples of 5.9 ± 0.2 µm, compared to 3.4 ± 0.3 µm and 2.9 ± 0.3 µm for gas flow setup B and C, 

respectively.  
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Fig. 3: Layer thickness distribution in relation to gas flow setup and specimen position 
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Chemical composition 

The mean C/(C+N) atomic ratio of five selected samples was 0.45 ± 0.05, 0.64 ± 0.02 and  

0.74 ± 0.03, for the gas flow systems A, B and C, respectively (see Fig. 4). This is in a good 

agreement with earlier experiments conducted in setup B, where a C/(C+N) ratio of 0.62 has been 

reported for a comparable feed gas composition [18]. 
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Fig. 4: TiCN composition in relation to gas flow setup and specimen position 

From the thermodynamics point of view, the formation of TiN is more favorable at lower 

temperatures, as can be seen in Fig. 5. Thus, for setup A, the lower C/(C+N) atomic ratio shown in 

Fig. 5 indicates that the pre-heating of the feed gas is inadequate, i.e. the chemical reactivity of 

CH4 decreases with decreasing temperatures, which causes the shift to lower C/(C+N) ratios of the 

deposited layers. 
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Fig.5: Thermodynamical calculation of the Gibbs free energy of TiN and TiC formation. 
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The scattering of the C/(C+N) ratio within one level is low, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Considering the 

composition along the height of the reactor, a pronounced increase of the C/(C+N) ratio for gas 

flow setup A and a slight increase for gas flow setup C can be seen. Only gas flow setup B yields a 

quite homogenous profile, which can be explained by the additional gas inlets (see Fig. 1). 

Stress and Preferred Orientation  

All coatings show peaks of the face-centered cubic TiCN solid solution in the XRD patterns. The 

internal coating stress of the five analysed samples shown in Fig. 6 was 380 ± 215, 441 ± 60 and 

559 ± 22 MPa for the gas flow setups A, B and C, respectively. There are pronounced differences 

of the internal stress regarding to the specimen positions in gas flow setup A, whereas the stresses 

in setup B are more uniform and in C nearly constant over all investigated positions. This can be 

correlated with the evenly distributed gas supply and the short gas pathways. 
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Fig. 6: Internal coating stresses in relation to gas flow setup and specimen position 

The preferred orientation of the deposited layer is discribed with the texture coefficient TC(hkl) 

according to Harris [19]. TC(hkl) is calculated as shown in equation 1, using the measured peak 

intensity I(hkl) in relation to the standard peak intensity I0, (hkl) from the JCPDS file # 00-042-1489 and 

the number of peaks considered n.  

  (1) 

A uniform preferred orientation can be seen at the middle level for gas flow setup A, B and C (see  

Table I). Only the specimens on the bottom level differ significantly from the positions located 

higher. The samples grown with gas flow setup A show a pronounced (222) and (311) orientation, 

with increasing TC from bottom to top, while those from setup B exhibit a more homogenous (200) 

and (222) orientation. Using gas flow setup C, a less pronounced (111) and (220) orientation could 

be observed.  
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Table I: Coating texture in relation to gas flow setup and specimen position 

 

Coating Topography 

SEM top view images along the reactor height are shown in Fig. 7. The samples positioned on the 

middle level of each gas flow setup show similar topography, and thus only the R1/2 positions are 

shown. The slightly different apperance of the bottom levels agree with the determined textures. 

The fine grained structure at the bottom level in gas flow setup A fosters the proposed effect of a 

less pre-heated feed gas and the high supersaturation. A coarsening of the topography and the 

structure can be seen with increasing C/(C+N) ratio for all gas flow setups investigated (compare 

Figs. 4 and 7), stronger from A to B and less pronounced from B to C. The observed structures 

agree well with observations of Cheng et al. [16] who studied the effect of deposition temperature 

and C/(C+N) ratio on the morphology of TiCN coatings.  
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Fig. 7: SEM top view images in relation to gas flow setups  and reactor height at position R1/2 
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Conclusions 

Three different gas flow setups were used for the deposition of TiCN coatings onto cemented 

carbide inserts in a computer controlled industrial scale hot wall CVD reactor, where setup A 

corresponds to a feed gas supply only from the bottom of the reactor, B has additional supplies 

from the circumference of the reactor, and C uses a central feed gas supply. The effect of these 

three different setups on coating mass gain, thickness, C/(C+N) ratio, preferred orientation, internal 

stresses and surface topography was investigated. All three setups showed uniform growth 

conditions and low scattering regarding to mass gain and coating thickness over all investigated 

specimen positions. Although the C/(C+N) ratio inside the reactor is quite homogenous, a 

pronounced shift in the C/(C+N) ratio was observed within the different setups comprising 0.45, 

0.65, and 0.74 for setup A, B, and C, respectively, which can be attributed to an inadequate pre-

heating of the feed gas. Setup A has shown a pronounced (222) and (311) orientation of the TiCN 

phase while those from setup B exhibit a more homogenous (200) and (222) orientation, and setup 

C a less pronounced (111) and (220) orientation. The intrinsic tensile stresses were in the range of 

380 to 559 MPa, where the gas flow system C provides best uniformity. Furthermore, the surface 

topography of the coatings was found to be most homogenous for setup C.  In conclusion, the 

central feed gas supply provides superiour conditions for thermal chemical deposition of TiCN hard 

coatings. 
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Abstract  

TiCN/Al2O3 hard coatings grown by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) are frequently utilized as 

wear resistant coatings on cemented carbide cutting tools. The stress state in the surface design of 

the tool i.e. substrate and coating architecture is considered as crucial for its performance. 

Therefore, three differently designed -Al2O3 layers were deposited using an industrial-scale low-

pressure CVD system onto a defined TiCN base layer, i.e. two single -Al2O3 layers, with and 

without TiCN/TiN top coating, as well as a multilayer oxide arrangement with TiN/TiNB interlayer. 

The top coating comprises a sequence of TiCN and TiN layers. Microstructural and stress analysis 

was done by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and showed significant differences depending on the coating 

architecture. Single layer oxide and multilayer oxide coatings showed comparable stress profiles 

whereas a decrease of tensile stresses for the top coating architecture, caused by an intense crack 

network and compressive stress in the uppermost region were measured. This can be explained 

by the thermal mismatch of the TiN and -Al2O3 layers. The surface topography as well as fracture 

cross-sections were investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and show the grain-fining 

effect of the multilayer oxide arrangement. The chemical composition of the multilayer oxide was 

analysed by glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES), excluding boron diffusion 

from the interlayer into the base layer or cemented carbide interface. The cutting performance was 

determined for the three different coating systems in turning and milling operations. In turning, all 

layer architectures showed comparable lifetime, whereas the milling operation is more sensitive on 

the stress state of the coating. There, the reduced tensile or even compressive stresses of the 

coating architecture with TiCN/TiN top coating led to an improvement of durability in interrupted 

cutting operation.  

Keywords: CVD, hard coating, TiCN, Al2O3, residual stress  
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1. Introduction 

Machining is one of the most important manufacturing technologies for wrought material and 

finished metal products. To perform metal cutting operations like milling, turning, parting and 

grooving, cost-effective tools with high durability are needed [1]. Iron-based work piece materials 

like steels represent an important fraction of metals to be cut. Especially for turning and milling of 

carbon steels and low-alloyed steels, coated cemented carbide indexable inserts are used. The 

most frequently applied coating technologies to increase the lifetime of these inserts are physical 

vapour deposition (PVD) and chemical vapour deposition (CVD). CVD is the dominating 

technology when thick coatings up to 25 µm total thickness including alumina (Al2O3) layers with 

their high hot hardness, thermal resistivity and oxidation resistance are needed [2, 3]. Those 

coatings consist typically of an architecture including a base layer of titanium carbonitride TiCN  

[4, 5], a bonding layer composed of (Ti, Al),(C, N, O, B) [6-8] and alumina in its α- or -modification 

[9, 10]. The Al2O3 polymorphs differ significantly in thermal conductivity, where -Al2O3 shows a 

three times lower thermal conductivity compared to the α-modification [11]. Alumina can be 

deposited as single layer or multilayer coating [12-14], with and without top coating which consists 

usually of a combination of TiCN and TiN to achieve the shiny gold colour for better wear indication 

[15]. 

In CVD processes, the high deposition temperatures of 900 to 1050 °C and the differing thermal 

expansion coefficients of cemented carbide substrates and coating layers, which are in a range of 

4 - 810-6 K-1 and 7.0 - 9.410-6 K-1 for the materials mentioned above, respectively [16-18], lead to 

disadvantageous tensile stresses and crack networks during the cooling sequence [19]. Thus, the 

aim of this study was to investigate the influence of the coating design on the residual stress in  

-Al2O3 layers grown on a TiCN base layer. Three different architectures are compared with 

respect to their composition and microstructure, residual stress, hardness, elastic modulus and 

cutting performance, i.e. a single layer -Al2O3, a multilayer arrangement consisting of three  

-Al2O3 layers separated by a TiN-TiNB-TiN interlayer sequence, and a single layer -Al2O3 with 

TiCN-TiN top coating.  

2. Experimental details 

The deposition runs were carried out in an industrial-scale low-pressure CVD unit. All samples 

were placed in the centre of the batch, on the half radius of the tray, as described in [20]. The TiCN 

base layer was deposited using the medium temperature CVD process (MT-CVD) [4, 5] at 900 °C 

and a deposition pressure of 100 mbar. The used feed gas composition was 22.8 vol.-% N2, 74.6 

vol.-% H2, 1.9 vol.-% TiCl4 and 0.7 vol.-% CH3CN. The -Al2O3 was deposited on a (Ti),(C, N, O) 

adhesion layer [6] at 1000 °C deposition temperature and 75 mbar deposition pressure. The feed 
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gas was composed of 92.2 vol.-% H2, 1.8 vol.-% AlCl3, 3.7 vol.-% CO2 and 2.1 vol.-% HCl.  

0.3 vol.-% H2S was used as catalytic agent [21, 22]. Three different coating architectures have 

been synthesized on the TiCN base layer and the adhesion layer: (i) a single layer -Al2O3, (ii) a 

multilayer arrangement consisting of three -Al2O3 layers separated by a 0.7 µm thick TiN-TiNB-

TiN interlayer sequence, and (iii) a single layer -Al2O3 with 0.3 µm thick TiCN and TiN bi-layer top 

coating. The total coating thicknesses including base and adhesion layers were 15 µm and 6 µm, 

respectively, where the thicker coatings were used for analytical investigations and turning tests 

and the thinner ones for milling tests. 

The analytical investigations were carried out on 12 wt.-% Co cemented carbide inserts with mixed 

carbides in SNUN 120412 geometry coated with 10 µm TiCN including the adhesion layer and  

5 µm -Al2O3. The characterization of the surface topography and fracture cross-sections was 

conducted using a Quanta FEI 200 scanning electron microscope (SEM). The coating thickness 

was determined by light optical microscopy (LOM) on polished cross-sections. The qualitative 

chemical composition was determined using a Jobin-Yvon Horiba JY10000 glow discharge optical 

emission spectroscope (GDOES) [23]. Microstructural characterization and stress measurements 

were done using a Panalytical X’Pert Pro diffractometer and Cu K radiation. The determination of 

the phase composition was carried out using glancing angle X-ray diffraction (GAXRD) with 2° 

incidence angle. The sin²  method at 2=56° using the sum of the (204) peak at 55.884° and the 

(134) peak at 56.033° was applied for determining the residual stress in the Al2O3 layers [24, 25]. 

This method is limited to penetration depths above 0.5 to 0.7 µm and assumes a biaxial stress 

state in an isotropic material. Gradients of indentation hardness and indentation modulus were 

measured using a CSM Nanoindenter. The measurements were carried out on polished inclined 

cross-sections of 10° using a Berkovich indenter and loads of 12.5 mN and 20 mN. The indentation 

hardness and indentation modulus was calculated using the method of Oliver and Pharr [26]. 

All inserts for the cutting experiments were post-treated using an abrasive wet blasting process 

[27]. For turning tests, P25 substrates with 7 wt.-% Co, mixed carbides and Co-enriched surface 

zone [28] in CNMG 120412-EN TRM geometry were used. The turning test was a segment turning 

test, which is a combination of face- and longitudinal turning operation, on DIN 1.7225 (42CrMo4) 

low-alloyed steel with cutting speed vc = 220 m/min and feed rate f = 0.4 mm. Each segment 

consists of six cuts, i.e. three face and three longitudinal cuts with a varied depth of cut ap = 3, 2 

and 1 mm. The turning tests were carried out using a coating architecture of 15 µm total thickness 

(10 µm TiCN including the adhesion layer and 5 µm -Al2O3), whereas in milling a lower total 

coating thickness is needed to achieve sufficient toughness of the tool [29, 30]. Therefore, the 

fractions of TiCN and -Al2O3 were reduced to 4 µm and 2 µm, respectively, giving a total 

thickness of 6 µm. The milling tests were carried out with WC-Co substrates with 10 wt.-% Co in 
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RPHX 1204MO-EN M31 geometry. The milling test was a single edge milling test with cutting 

speed vc = 220 m/min, feed rate per tooth fz = 0.4 mm, depth of cut ap 2.5 mm and contact width  

ae = 40 mm on DIN 1.4021 (X20Cr13) martensitic steel.  

3. Results and discussion 

Coating structure 

SEM top-view images and fracture cross-sections were recorded to compare the surface 

topography and morphology of the different coating architectures. The columnar growth of the 

TiCN base layer is visible in Fig. 1 for all three coatings.  

 

 single layer oxide multilayer oxide single layer oxide with top coating  

 (a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 1: SEM images of the surface topography (i.e.the outermost layer, as shown in the upper two rows) and fracture 

cross-sections (lower row) of single layer oxide coating (a), multilayer oxide coating (b) and single layer oxide with TiCN-

TiN top coating (c) 

Fig. 1 (a) shows the fine-grained -Al2O3 as outermost layer with an average grain size < 3 µm. 

The interruption of the V-shaped growth of the -Al2O3 layer [31] by the interlayer sequence and 

the following re-nucleation lead to a finer oxide structure with grain sizes < 0.8 µm for the multilayer 

coating (c.f. Fig. 1 (b)). The thin TiCN-TiN top coating covers the -Al2O3 grains with a very fine 

structure, where the underneath -Al2O3 structure is still visible (compare Fig. 1 (c) and Fig. 1 (a)). 
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For the latter coating, formation if tensile cracks is seen in the top-view images, which are typical 

for CVD alumina coatings on cemented carbide substrates [19] and could also be detected for the 

other coatings investigated. 

From previous work [25] it is known that the chemical composition of the -Al2O3 layers grown 

under comparable conditions is stoichiometric. Here, we focus on the composition of the multilayer 

oxide coating, containing the TiN-TiNB-TiN interlayer sequence. There, the addition of boron has 

been reported to result in a fine-grained structure, an increase of hardness and beneficial 

tribological properties [32]. However, the high mobility of boron at substrate temperatures of  

1000 °C, as necessary for the deposition of Al2O3, in combination with disadvantageous process 

parameters can lead to a contamination of the MT-TiCN base layer or even to the formation of the 

Co-W-B phase at the cemented carbide interface, which deteriorates coating adhesion [33]. Fig. 2 

shows the GDOES depth profile of the multilayer coating, where the interlayers are clearly visible. 

The boron can be found within the interlayer and no diffusion into -Al2O3, TiCN or the substrate 

material could be observed. 

 

Fig. 2: Qualitative GDOES depth profile of the multilayer -Al2O3 coating with TiN-TiNB-TiN interlayer 

Fig. 3 shows the GAXRD patterns of the three different layer architectures deposited. The main 

phases identified are -Al2O3, TiN from the top coating and interlayer, TiCN from the base layer and 

Ti2O3, which is present in the bonding layer. The TiCN-TiN top coating leads to a reduction of the 

intensity of the -Al2O3 peaks compared to the single layer without top coating. The multilayer 

arrangement showed very strong TiN peaks, which arise from the TiN-TiNB-TiN interlayer. The 

Ti2O3 phase is part of the oxide bonding layer which is present at the nitride-oxide and the oxide-

nitride interfaces. It can be found in the multilayer as well as in the single layer with top coating 

architecture, because of the lower distances of these interfaces to the surface compared to the 

single layer without top coating. 
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Fig. 3: GAXRD patterns of the single layer oxide coating, multilayer oxide coating and single layer oxide with TiCN-TiN 

top coating 

Mechanical properties 

XRD stress measurements using the sin²  method on the -Al2O3 layers without any post-

treatment were performed as described in [25] and the stress versus depth profiles were obtained 

by applying different angles of incidence. Fig. 4 illustrates the as-deposited stress profiles of the 

investigated coatings, starting at the within this study experimentally accessible depth of 0.8 -  

1.0 µm. The additionally shown repetition of the deposition runs of the single layer systems with 

and without top coating confirms the high reproducibility of both, coating deposition and stress 

measurement. The single layer oxide without top coating and the multilayer oxide coating showed 

comparable profiles with the typical tensile stresses [25] at higher penetration depths. Towards the 

surface of the coating, a further increase of the residual tensile stress was observed. The 

multilayer coating exhibits higher stress values close to the surface, which could be related to the 

lower grain size due to the interruption of crystal growth by the interlayer (see Fig. 1 (b)) and the 

consequently higher strength according to the Hall-Petch effect. Thus, for stress relaxation by 

formation of a tensile crack network [19], as already shown in Fig. 1 (c), higher tensile loads are 

needed, which, in turn, is related to higher stresses within the oxide layers of the multilayer 

architecture, before cracks are formed.  

The stress profiles of the single layer oxide with top coating show a completely different behaviour 

(see Fig. 4). The residual tensile stress in the lower part of the Al2O3 layers is higher compared to 

the other ones; however, it decreases towards the surface where even compressive stresses in the 

uppermost accessible region of the -Al2O3 layer have been measured. Comparable stress profiles 

were reported by Holzschuh et al. [34] who found decreasing tensile stress on α-Al2O3 towards the 

surface caused by an abrasive blasting post-treatment process. There, the magnitude of the 

compressive stress is influenced by the post-treatment parameters. Katayama et al. [35] have 
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elaborated the correlation of crack network density and residual stress obtained by the sin²  

method in Al2O3 as a consequence of mechanical post-treatment using steel balls, where a more 

intense post-treatment consequences a higher crack density and decreasing residual tensile 

stress. Both groups report on a beneficial influence of the stress state of the modified coating 

surfaces, especially in interrupted cutting operation. In contrast, Barbatti et al. [27] investigated the 

as-deposited and post-treated stress profiles of the uppermost region of -Al2O3 layers without top 

coating by a synchrotron X-ray method, using a wet abrasive micro-blasting process. No significant 

influence of blasting on the stress state has been reported. Higher blasting pressures result in 

crack formation and propagation, but no plastic deformation or increased defect density in near-

surface zone of the -Al2O3 layers could be observed by transmission electron microscopy. 

 

Fig. 4: Residual stress within the -Al2O3 layer versus depth for the single layer oxide coating, multilayer oxide coating 

and single layer oxide with TiCN-TiN top coating. For both single layer coating types, two samples have been grown 

using the same deposition parameters to confirm the reproducibility 

To illuminate the origin of the differences of the stress profiles presented in Fig. 4, a combination of 

LOM and SEM images of the polished surfaces is shown in Fig. 5. There, the visible TiCN particles 

originate from dust formation during the CVD process [36]. A significant difference of the single 

layer oxide with top coating compared to both, the single layer oxide and multilayer arrangements 

without top coating becomes visible. The intense crack network seen for the top coating (see  

Fig. 5 (c)) compared to those architectures without top coating (see Fig. 5 (a) and Fig. 5 (b)) might 

be attributed to the stress in the top coating and the lower tensile or even compressive stress 

within the Al2O3 layer, as determined by XRD (see Fig. 4).  
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 single layer oxide multilayer oxide single layer oxide with top coating  

 (a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 5: LOM (upper row) and SEM (lower row) top view images of polished -Al2O3 surfaces of single layer oxide coating 

(a), multilayer oxide coating (b) and single layer oxide with TiCN-TiN top coating (c). The bright areas indicate TiCN 

particles arising from dust formation during coating deposition 

The higher thermal expansion coefficient of TiN (9.3510-6
 K-1 [31]) compared to -Al2O3  

(4 - 810-6
 K

-1
 [17]) leads on the one hand to the formation of tensile stresses in the top coating 

during cooling down after deposition, which induces crack nucleation and propagation from the 

surface of the coating, obviously also through the -Al2O3 layer (c.f. Fig. 1 (c)). On the other hand, 

these tensile stresses in the top coating have to be balanced by compressive stresses in the  

-Al2O3 layer, provided that the strength of the top coating/-Al2O3 interface is sufficient. 

Furthermore, compressive stresses are also retained within the islands between the crack network, 

where the fracture strength has not been reached, again provided that interfacial adhesion 

withstands the loads imposed by these stresses. The lower tensile stresses close to the surface of 

those coating architectures without top coating yields less crack formation, and thus less relaxation 

of tensile stresses via a crack network. It should be mentioned here that the described relaxation of 

tensile stresses by the top coating could not be observed, when TiN is used as an interlayer 

between two -Al2O3 layers, like in the multilayer arrangement. 

The indentation hardness and indentation modulus were determined for both single layer oxide 

coatings with and without top coating. The small layer thickness prevents these measurements for 

the multilayer coating. Depth profiles of indentation hardness and indentation modulus obtained by 

measurements on tapered polished cross-sections are shown in Fig. 6. The difference of 

indentation modulus of the TiCN base layer and the -Al2O3 layers with 460 GPa and 340 GPa, 

respectively, is clearly visible. The obtained indentation hardness values of 25 GPa for TiCN and 

22 GPa for -Al2O3 correspond well to literature [37, 38]. For the single layer oxide with top coating, 
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the two different loads of 12.5 mN and 20 mN show similar indentation hardness and indentation 

moduli, which indicates a sufficient remaining layer thickness in the inclined section. No significant 

difference of indentation hardness and indentation modulus could be found for the single layer 

oxide coating with and without top coating. Moreover, due to its small thickness, the top coating 

could not be clearly distinguished from the -Al2O3 layer. Obviously both, indentation hardness and 

indentation modulus seem to be not significantly influenced by the different stress values. Since it 

is well known that strength and hardness of polycrystalline materials are affected by the stress 

state [39, 40] it has to be concluded that either the applied measurement method is not sensitive 

enough or the effect of stress on the hardness is relatively low.  

 

Fig. 6: Indentation hardness HIT and indentation modulus EIT of single layer coatings with and without top coating 

measured on a tapered polished cross-sections. The sample with top coating has been measured using two different 

indentation loads.  

Cutting performance 

Cutting tests were done for two different cutting applications to compare the synthesized coating 

concepts in turning and milling. Turning is mainly characterised by abrasive wear on the flank and 

the rake face of the tool. In addition, sufficient toughness is necessary on the nose of the insert, 

especially in face turning. The lifetime of the insert is limited by the maximum flank wear or crater 

wear, which depends on the layer thickness [12, 41-43]. The main failure mechanism in milling is 

abrasive wear on the flank side of the insert and thermal fatigue due to thermal cyclic loads. These 

loads consequence thermal cracks at the cutting edge, which reach completely through the coating 

into the substrate material. Finally, the rupture between two of these cracks limits the lifetime of the 

tool [44]. Fig. 7 shows that the cutting performance of all three coating architectures investigated in 

turning is comparable, i.e. within the scattering of the applied segment turning test. In the milling 
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test, the single layer architecture with top coating showed the highest lifetime until a maximum 

flank wear of 0.3 mm was reached. A repetition of the experiments after removing the top coating 

by dry abrasive blasting with Al2O3 before the post-treatment to exclude tribological effects due to 

the different friction coefficients of TiN [45] and Al2O3 [46] led to a similar result. 

 

Fig. 7: Cutting performance of single layer oxide coating, multilayer oxide coating and single layer oxide with  

TiCN-TiN top coating in turning and milling operations. 

SEM observations of the worn inserts were performed after the cutting tests to identify the different 

wear mechanisms. Fig. 8 illustrates the crater wear on the rake face of the inserts after turning of 

seven segments, when the flank wear is comparable for the different coating architectures. Both, 

the Al2O3 as well as TiCN layers are worn through and work piece material adheres to the 

cemented carbide substrate for all three samples. A detailed view of the cutting edge on the radius 

of the insert shows an insufficient adhesion of the multilayer architecture (c.f. Fig. 8 (b)), indicated 

by failure at the oxide-nitride interfaces. The dark grey Al2O3 in Fig. 8 (c) can be distinguished from 

the light grey TiN/TiCN of the top coating, which is still visible at the cutting edge. 
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 single layer oxide multilayer oxide single layer oxide with top coating  

 (a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 8: SEM micrographs of the surfaces of worn cutting inserts coated with single layer oxide coating (a), multilayer 

oxide coating (b) and single layer oxide with TiCN-TiN top coating (c) after turning of 7 segments 

SEM observations of the worn milling inserts make the damage due to thermal fatigue visible. 

Thermal cracks formed perpendicular to the cutting edge lead to failure of the insert with the single 

layer oxide coating (see Fig. 9 (a)). Similar to turning, the weak adhesion of the oxide-nitride 

interface of the multilayer oxide architecture caused failure of the coating at the cutting edge. This 

leads to more pronounced thermal crack growth (c.f. Fig. 9 (b)), due to absence of thermal 

protection of the substrate. The single layer oxide architecture with top coating (c.f. Fig. 9 (c)) 

showed minimal thermal cracks after 15 % higher cutting time, when reaching the lifetime criterion 

of 0.3 mm maximum flank wear. 

 

 single layer oxide multilayer oxide single layer oxide with top coating  

 (a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 9: SEM micrographs of the rake face of worn milling inserts coated with single layer oxide coating (a), multilayer 

oxide coating (b) and single layer oxide with TiCN-TiN top coating (c) 
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4. Summary and conclusions 

Three different layer architectures deposited by low-pressure chemical vapour deposition onto 

cemented carbide cutting inserts were compared regarding to internal stresses and cutting 

performance in turning and milling. A single layer -Al2O3, a multilayer -Al2O3 with TiN-TiNB-TiN 

interlayer, and a single layer -Al2O3 with TiCN/TiN top coating were grown on a TiCN base layer. 

The obtained results enable to draw the following conclusions: 

 The single layer oxide coating and the multilayer oxide coating without top coating showed 

comparable stress versus depth profiles, where the multilayer coating exhibited higher 

residual tensile stress values and failed in both turning and milling tests due to weak 

adhesion of the oxide-nitride interface.  

 The deposition of a TiCN/TiN top coating on the single layer oxide yielded on the one hand 

higher tensile stresses in those parts of the -Al2O3 layer close to the TiCN base layer; 

however, the different thermal expansion coefficients of top coating and alumina layer 

resulted in formation of compressive stresses in the areas closer to the surface. This 

coating architecture exhibits an intense crack network in the -Al2O3 and top coating layers, 

enabling efficient relaxation of tensile stresses while compressive stresses are maintained 

in those areas without cracks.  

 The reduction of tensile stresses due to the top coating leads to a significant improvement 

of durability in interrupted milling where flank wear and thermal fatigue limits lifetime. This 

operation is obviously more sensitive on the stress state of the coating than turning.  

In summary, it has been shown that by applying a suitable coating architecture to CVD coated 

cemented carbide inserts beneficial stress versus depth profiles can be obtained which are highly 

efficient in improving their performance in interrupting cutting. The effect of a -Al2O3 layer 

thermally constrained by a TiCN/TiN top coating is assumed to be comparable to compressive 

mechanical stresses introduced by post-treatment blasting processes. 
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Abstract  

TiCxN1-x base layers with Al2O3 top layers, both grown by chemical vapour deposition (CVD), are 

state-of-the-art in metal cutting with cemented carbide inserts. In order to influence the 

microstructure and properties of the base layer, five different TiCxN1-x coatings were grown by 

medium-temperature CVD with increasing CO fractions in the TiCl4-CH3CN-H2-N2-CO feed gas 

using an industrial-scale low-pressure CVD system. With the CO fraction in the feed gas rising up 

to 2.2 vol.-%, oxygen contents of 2.2. at.-% could be detected, which are distributed 

homogeneously over the coating thickness. The originally equiaxed TiCxN1-x grains with preferred 

(110) orientation obtained without CO addition change to randomly distributed plate-like grains, 

while the grain size decreases to the sub-micron range. Also the surface roughness decreases 

with rising CO addition. The incorporation of oxygen leads to a homogenous distribution of 

dislocations within the TiCxN1-x grains and to an increasing density of twin boundaries. The residual 

tensile stress shows a minimum of 200±47 MPa, while the hardness increases to 29.1±1.3 GPa 

and the elastic modulus reaches a maximum 569±29 GPa for CO fractions of 1.5 vol.-% in the feed 

gas. 

Keywords: Chemical vapour deposition, hard coatings, TiCN, CO 
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1. Introduction 

Indexable inserts are widely used in metal cutting applications like turning, milling, parting, and 

grooving. Cemented carbide is often used as substrate material, mainly containing tungsten 

carbide, cubic (Ti, Ta, Nb)-carbides and a cobalt binder phase [1, 2]. To enhance cost efficiency 

and productivity as well as process reliability, hard coatings are applied on these substrates using 

physical vapour deposition (PVD) or chemical vapour deposition (CVD) [3]. Especially for turning 

steel or nodular cast iron, highly wear resistant and well adherent coatings up to 25 µm total 

thickness are needed. To meet these goals, Al2O3 top layers on TiCxN1-x base layers, both grown 

by CVD, are frequently used [4-6].  

TiN, TiC and TiCxN1-x are applied since decades as wear resistant coatings using the  

TiCl4-H2-N2-CH4 CVD precursor system. This process is carried out at temperatures of 950- 

1050 °C and pressures of 50-1000 mbar [7, 8]. Due to the high deposition temperatures, 

decarburization of the cemented carbide substrate takes place, which leads to the undesired and 

brittle -phase at the substrate/coating interface [9-11]. During the last two decades of the  

20th century, the conventional high-temperature process was almost completely replaced by the 

medium-temperature CVD (MT-CVD) process, where TiCxN1-x is deposited from a TiCl4-CH3CN-H2-

N2 atmosphere at 800-900 °C. Using this MT-CVD process, decarburization of the substrate 

material can be almost completely avoided [12-14] and MT-TiCxN1-x base layers provide the 

necessary mechanical support and toughness for Al2O3 top layers. 

TiCxN1-x coatings grown by the MT-CVD process exhibit columnar structure perpendicular to the 

substrate surface and have a limited carbon to nitrogen atomic ratio of x = 0.5 - 0.7 [12]. Many 

attempts to influence the structure and composition of the MT-TiCxN1-x coatings using additions of 

ZrCl3, BCl3 or CO are documented [14-17], to refine the structure, to increase hardness and to 

improve the surface topography. Also ethane is used beside other hydrocarbons as additional 

carbon source to increase the carbon content of the MT-TiCxN1-x coating in combination with a 

refinement of the columnar structure [18]. The addition of CO in the MT-CVD process of TiCxN1-x 

was investigated by Ruppi and Larsson. [17] in a broad range up to 8 vol.-% CO in the feed gas, 

resulting in oxygen contents between 2 and 14 at.-% in the coating. It was shown that higher 

amounts of CO lead to nano-grained structures with increasing hardness, but the cutting 

performance, in particular the crater wear resistance decreased. However, in [17] the range of 

oxygen contents below 2 at.-% was not investigated. Consequently, for this study, the addition of 

CO was set to lower feed gas fractions of up to 2.2 vol.-%, which seems to be beneficial in cutting, 

and its effect on microstructure and mechanical properties is investigated in detail. 
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2. Experimental details 

The deposition runs were carried out in a SuCoTec SCT600 TH industrial-scale low-pressure CVD 

unit. All samples were placed in the centre of the batch, on the half radius and the outermost area 

of the tray, as described in [19]. Five different coatings have been synthesized with increasing 

amount of CO in the feed gas. TiCxN1-x was deposited on a 0.3 µm TiN starting layer, using the 

MT-CVD process. The deposition was done by using TiCl4-CH3CN-H2-N2-CO at 900 °C and a 

deposition pressure of 100 mbar. The basic feed gas composition for the TiCxN1-x layer was 22.9 

vol.-% N2, 1.9 vol.-% TiCl4, 0.7 vol.-% CH3CN, and H2 as balance, where CO fractions of 0.7, 1.0, 

1.5 and 2.2 vol.-% were added. The total gas flow was 60 l/min and the leakage rate of the system 

was better than 33 × 10-6 mbar l s-1. The deposition time of 60 min for the TiN and 350 min for the 

TiCxN1-x layers was kept constant for all coatings. The coating thickness was determined by light 

optical microscopy on polished cross-sections of samples positioned at the three positions within 

the reactor mentioned and averaged. The analytical investigations were carried out on 12 wt.-% Co 

containing cemented carbide inserts with mixed carbides in SNUN 120412 geometry according to 

ISO 1832 (12.6 × 12.6 × 4.8 mm³), positioned on the half radius of the tray. The used specimens 

were polished before the deposition process.  

The characterization of the surface topography and fracture cross-sections was conducted using a 

Zeiss Ultra 55 plus scanning electron microscope (SEM). Roughness values were determined 

using a Nano Focus µSurf® profilometer. The average surface roughness Ra of the coatings was 

determined using a measurement area of 800 × 800 µm on three different positions according to 

DIN EN ISO 4287.  

The chemical composition of the TiCxN1-x based coatings was determined using a Jobin-Yvon 

Horiba JY10000 glow discharge optical emission spectroscope (GDOES). The quantitative 

determination of the oxygen content was carried out using a FEI standard-less electron probe 

micro-analysis (EPMA) system with an acceleration voltage of 10 kV. The qualitative oxygen depth 

distribution was determined using a time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometer (a ToF-SIMS5 

instrument from IONTOF). Depth profiling was performed in the high current bunched mode [21] 

using a pulsed high energy analysis beam from a liquid metal ion gun (particles: Bi1
+; acceleration 

energy: 25 keV; cycle time 50 µs, resolution: 128 × 128 pixel, field of view 100 × 100 μm2), 

alternating with a second beam for material erosion (particles: Cs+; acceleration energy: 2 keV, 

field of view 300 × 300 μm2).  

Microstructural characterization was done using a Panalytical X’Pert Pro diffractometer and Cu K 

radiation. The determination of the phase composition was carried out in glancing angle X-ray 

diffraction (GAXRD) arrangement with 2° incidence angle. The texture coefficient TC was 
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calculated according to equation (1) from the intensities of diffraction lines, I(hkl), measured in 

Bragg-Brentano geometry:  

 

(1) 

As texture-free intensities, I0(hkl), the relative intensities from JCPDF #01-071-6059 were 

employed. n is the number of peaks considered. Ten reflections, i.e. (111), (200), (220), (311), 

(222), (400), (311), (420), (422), and (511) have been considered for calculation. The residual in-

plane stress was determined using the sin² method with 2 = 61°, corresponding to the (220) 

peak of TiCxN1-x, using an open Euler cradle on the Panalytical X’Pert Pro diffractometer and sin²Ψ 

values ranging from 0 to 0.9. For this calculation, an elastic modulus of 388 GPa and a Poisson 

ratio of 0.19 [22] were assumed. 

Several samples were investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) for a detailed 

structural analysis. To meet the deposited layer, a target preparation using a focused ion beam 

was the best choice. A DualBeamTM instrument by FEI of the type „Strata 400“, equipped with an 

Omniprobe micromanipulator of the type AutoProbeTM 300 was utilized for in-situ lift-out 

preparation out of a metallographic section [20]. The TEM was a Jeol 2010 FEF with in-column 

energy filter, working at 200 kV. The application of diffraction contrast at different angles between 

the primary electron beam and the sample surface controlled by the angle between electron beam 

and sample, enabled to visualize the lattice defects. 

Indentation hardness and elastic modulus were measured with a CSM Nanoindenter, on polished 

coating surfaces using a Berkovich indenter and 30 mN maximum load. Loading and unloading 

rates were 60 mN/min with a residence time of 2 s at maximum load. 2 × 16 indentations were 

performed on each sample. The indentation hardness and elastic modulus were calculated using 

the Oliver and Pharr method [23], where a Poisson ratio of 0.19 [22] was assumed, and averaged. 

The determination of the area function of the tip was done on fused silica using an elastic modulus 

of 72 GPa.  
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3. Results  

3.1. Deposition rate 

The deposition time of 60 min for TiN and 350 min for TiCxN1-x resulted in a mean thickness of  

0.3 µm and 4.8±0.6 µm, respectively. This corresponds to a deposition rate for TiCxN1-x of  

0.82 µm/h.  

3.2. Chemical composition 

The chemical composition x of TiCxN1-x for the investigated coatings was determined using 

GDOES. The mean compositions obtained from the depth profile were x = 0.62, 0.61, 0.63, 0.63 

and 0.62 for coatings with CO additions of 0, 0.7, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.2 vol.-%, respectively, indicating 

that x is not significantly affected by CO addition. The quantitative oxygen content determined by 

EPMA is illustrated in Fig. 1. The TiCxN1-x base system without CO addition contained 0.1 at.-% 

oxygen which confirms the low leakage rate of the CVD plant. The addition of CO leads to higher 

oxygen contents in the coating. The correlation of the CO amount in the feed gas with the amount 

of the incorporated oxygen is almost linear for the investigated range. The highest amount of  

2.2 at.-% oxygen in the coating was measured for a CO addition of 2.2 vol.-%. 

 

Fig. 22: Oxygen content of the MT-TiCxN1-x based coatings determined by EPMA as function of the  

CO fraction in the feed gas. 

Qualitative measurements using ToF-SIMS were conducted to confirm the results of EPMA. The 

intensity of the oxygen signal versus sputter time is illustrated in Fig. 2. The achieved profiles 

indicate a homogeneous oxygen distribution over the investigated depth with an increase of 

oxygen towards the surface. The base system without CO addition showed the lowest intensity of 

the oxygen signal. Additions of 0.7, 1.0 and 1.5 vol.-% CO yielded signals which are about two 

orders of magnitude higher, with slight increases for increasing CO content. The addition of  
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2.2 vol.-% CO resulted in the highest intensity. Although due to lacking standards an accurate 

quantification of the ToF-SIMS results was not possible, the obtained trend corresponds well to the 

EPMA results. In the following sections, we will use the oxygen content determined by EPMA to 

distinguish between the different coatings. 

 

Fig. 23:ToF-SIMS depth profiles showing the oxygen signal versus sputter time of MT-TiCxN1-x based coatings grown 

with different CO fraction in the feed gas.  

3.3. Topography and microstructure 

The SEM investigation of the coating surface and crystal topography showed a smooth transition of 

the structural features with increasing oxygen content (Fig. 3). The flat crystal faces of the 

equiaxed grains of the TiCxN1-x base system change to a plate-like structure exhibiting distortions 

at the crystal surface due to the incorporation of oxygen. Additions of 1.2 to 1.8 at.-% O lead to 

comparable surface topography, while the remaining features of equiaxed grains gradually 

disappear. The grain size decreases with increasing oxygen amount as shown in Fig. 3. There, 

also fracture cross-sections of the synthesized coatings are shown, where a decrease in crystallite 

size with increasing oxygen content is visible especially close to the surface. A shift from columnar 

structure to the sub-micron-sized grains occurs for the coating grown with 2.2 at.-% O added. 
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Fig. 24: SEM surface images (top row) and fracture cross-sections (bottom row) of the MT-TiCxN1-x based coatings as 

function of their oxygen content.  

The values obtained for the average surface roughness Ra (see Fig. 4) agree well to the SEM 

surface images and fracture cross-sections (cf. Fig. 3). The surface roughness of the coatings is 

higher than that of the polished substrate surface for all coatings and decreases with increasing 

fraction of CO in the feed gas. For the interpretation of the roughness trend versus oxygen content 

it has to be considered that the coatings grown without CO addition and with 1.8 at.-% O are 

slightly thicker than the others (see Fig. 3). Thus, it can be assumed that the slightly higher 

roughness of these coatings is not an effect of CO addition, but related to their higher thickness 

due to the faceted columnar grains [12]. The general trend with increasing O incorporation can be 

correlated with the decreasing grain size of the crystals, which is comparable for the intermediate 

O contents of 1.2, 1.6 and 1.8 at.-%. The sub-micron grains in the range of the coating with the 

highest oxygen content showed the lowest surface roughness. 
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Fig. 25: Average surface roughness Ra of the as-deposited MT-TiCxN1-x based coatings as function of their oxygen 

content . 

According to the results of XRD, all coatings are single-phase containing the face-centred cubic 

TiC1-xNx solid solution. The calculation of texture coefficients TC [24] based on the measurements 

in Bragg-Brentano geometry showed a (110) preferred orientation of the TiCxN1-x base system 

without CO addition. The TC (220) values decrease with increasing oxygen content from 5.82 for 

the base system to 2.85 for the highest oxygen content of 2.2 at.-%. The calculated coefficients x 

in TiCxN1-x after stress correction using a series of sintered bulk TiCxN1-x calibration standards were 

in the range of 0.57±0.02, which is only slightly lower than the values determined by GDOES. In 

agreement with the GDOES analysis, no significant effect of the CO fraction in the feed gas on x 

was obtained.  

Detailed structural investigations by TEM indicate a grain size of a few µm in growth direction and 

lateral dimensions of ~0.5 µm for the TiCxN1-x base system (see Fig. 5(a)) and for low oxygen 

contents (see Fig. 5(b)), confirming the V-shaped growth of columnar grains [12]. The grains are 

characterized by a high density of homogeneously distributed dislocations. For an oxygen content 

of 1.2 at.-%  in the coating, an increasing number of defects extended in the growth direction 

becomes visible (see Fig 5(b)). Beside the reduced grain size and high dislocation density 

observed for the sample with 2.2 at.-% O (see Fig 5(c)), a significant appearance of micro-twins 

was detected. 
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Fig. 5: TEM bright field cross-sections of MT-TiCxN1-x based coatings without CO in the feed gas (a), with 1.2 at.-% O (b) 

and 2.2 at.-% O (c). 

The features observed in the sample with an oxygen content of 1.2 at.-% have been investigated in 

more detail by high resolution imaging and fast Fourier transformation (see Fig. 6). The extended 

defects consist of an area with scrambled order of stacking, which could not be resolved in every 

crystal lattice plane. The orientation of the TiCxN1-x crystals at both sides of the boundary is equal 

in the case between the areas “b” and “c”, marked in Fig 6(a), and corresponds to a twin 

orientation with a (111) twinning plane between “d” and “e”. Thus, the increasing number of defects 

observed in Fig. 5 has to be attributed to a rising density of twin boundaries, where their formation 

is triggered by the incorporation of oxygen due to the increasing CO fraction in the feed gas. 

  

 

Fig. 6: MT-TiCxN1-x based coating with 1.2 at.-% O: (a) High-resolution TEM bright-field cross-section and (b)-(e) 

selected cross-section areas and selected area diffraction patterns close to the extended defects visible in (a).  

The distribution of dislocations in all TiCxN1-x grains is homogeneous, as demonstrated in Fig. 7, 

where one location of the sample is tilted in a way that different grains were in the diffraction 

position near the two beam case, enabling to recognize dislocations fulfilling the g  b criterion.  
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Fig. 7: TEM bright-field cross-sections of a MT-TiCxN1-x based coating with 2.2 at.-% O using 1° (a), -7° (b), 0° (c) and 8° 

(d) tilt angle showing the homogenous distribution of dislocations. The arrow marks an identical position.  

3.4. Mechanical properties 

The residual stress measurements using the sin²Ψ method showed the highest value of tensile 

stress for the TiCxN1-x base system deposited without CO addition (see Fig 8). The residual 

stresses decrease with increasing oxygen content reaching a minimum of 200 MPa for fractions of 

1.6 at.-% O. Higher oxygen contents lead to an increase of the residual stress, most probably due 

to the decreasing grain size (see Fig 3) and the higher number of twin boundaries (see Fig. 5).  
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Fig. 8: Residual stress of the as-deposited MT-TiCxN1-x based coatings determined by the sin²Ψ method as function of 

their oxygen content.  

The determined indentation hardness and elastic modulus of TiCxN1-x coatings as a function of the 

oxygen incorporated in the coating is shown in Fig. 9. The indentation hardness of the TiCxN1-x 

base system of 22.9±0.7 GPa corresponds well to literature [25, 26], while the indentation modulus 

is higher than the reported values of about 400 GPa [27]. The increasing oxygen incorporation due 

to the higher CO fractions in the feed gas results in an increase in hardness with a maximum of 

32.4±1.5 GPa for 1.8 at.-% O. The indentation modulus showed a maximum for moderate fractions 

of 1.2 to 1.8 at.-% O in the coating. 

 

Fig. 9: Indentation hardness and elastic modulus of the MT-TiCxN1-x based coatings as function of their oxygen content. 
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4. Discussion 

The presented results show a transition of surface topography, microstructure and mechanical 

properties of TiCxN1-x coatings grown by MT-CVD with increasing fractions of oxygen added. The 

transition of the equiaxed grains typical for the TiCxN1-x base system without oxygen addition [12] 

to the plate-like structure is attributed to the incorporation of oxygen (see Fig. 3), which leads to 

higher twinning tendency, in particular to formation of (111) twinning planes in growth direction. No 

evidence for oxide phases, e.g. TiO2, was found, which leads to the conclusion that the oxygen is 

incorporated into the TiCxN1-x phase. However, this incorporation did not influence the carbon to 

nitrogen ratio and the lattice parameter of the TiCxN1-x phase. The higher density of twin boundaries 

observed for increasing oxygen contents thus leads to the conclusion that the oxygen is located at 

these defects. These stacks of parallel (111) twinning planes result in an elongation of the grains in 

the direction perpendicular to the twinning plane, and are thus assumed to be responsible for the 

observed plate-like grain structure (see Fig. 3). While low oxygen contents seem to be 

accommodated at the twin boundaries, a significant decrease of the grain size was observed for 

the highest oxygen content studied (see Fig. 5(c)), resulting in a distortion of the columnar 

structure and a transition to an equiaxed micro-twinned structure. This might be attributed to 

hindered crystal growth by the rising amount of oxygen impurities, as described by Barna and 

Adamik [28]. The higher density of grain and twin boundaries is associated with an increase of 

hardness, following the Hall-Petch mechanism [29]. The lower in-plane residual stress level of the 

coatings might be explained by the (111) twinning planes in growth direction, which reduce tensile 

stresses.   

In comparison to the previous work from Ruppi and Larsson [17], several differences could be 

found. Although a lower content of CO in the feed gas was used within this work, similar changes 

in crystal morphology were observed. The change from equiaxed to plate-like structure and finally 

sub-micron grains, which was reported in [17] for feed gas fractions of 4 and 6 vol.-% CO, 

respectively, was found in this work at significant lower fractions of 0.7 and 2.2 vol.-% CO. This can 

be attributed to the ~40 vol.-% lower total gas flow as well as the lower total amount of reactive 

gases TiCl4 and CH3CN used in this study. Due to a lack of information onto reactor volume and 

gas preheating system in [17], a detailed discussion about gas velocity and residence time of the 

reactive species is unfeasible. However, the differences in total and reactive gas flow also explain 

the lower deposition rate of 0.82 µm/h in this work, compared to 1.3 - 1.4 µm/h reported in [17] for 

low CO amounts. In contrast to [17], no significant effect of CO addition on the growth rate could 

be observed, although a difference in morphology was found. However, it should be noted that 

higher CO fractions might affect the growth rate as well. Due to the different deposition conditions, 

also the preferred orientation differs from the one observed in [17], where a preferred (211) 
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orientation was found, which is in contrast to the (110) orientation observed within this work. In this 

investigation, for the TiCxN1-x base system with (110) orientation no twins could be observed. In 

contrast, the (211) orientation found by Ruppi and Larsson [17] shows these twins already in the 

TiCxN1-x base system without CO addition. Nevertheless, our hardness values agree well to those 

reported in [17, 30]. 

5. Summary and conclusions 

The influence of the CO addition to the feed gas during the industrial-scale low-pressure chemical 

vapour deposition of TiCxN1-x coatings was investigated with the goal to improve their 

microstructure, surface roughness and mechanical properties. The oxygen content of the coatings 

shows a nearly linear correlation to the CO fraction provided by the feed gas. The microstructure 

changes with increasing CO fraction from equiaxed grains with plane faces via smaller plate-like 

grains exhibiting distortions and finally to a structure with sub-micron grains. The incorporated 

oxygen leads to grain refinement in combination with an increase of dislocation density and twins. 

It can be concluded that these twin boundaries accommodate the incorporated oxygen. The 

minimum of residual tensile stress was determined for an oxygen content of 1.6 at.-% in the 

coating, which showed an increased indentation hardness of 29.1±1.3 GPa. These improved 

material properties in combination with the low residual stress level seem to be promising for 

cutting applications.  
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Abstract  

Multilayered TiN/TiCN/Al2O3 hard coatings grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) are used for 

wear protection of cemented carbide inserts, applied for example in turning, milling, parting and 

grooving operations. Within this work, the TiCxN1-x coatings have been further optimized with 

respect to their structure and mechanical properties by addition of BCl3 to the feed gas. The 

characterization of the coatings was done by light optical microscopy, glow discharge optical 

emission spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, scanning and transmission electron microscopy, surface 

roughness measurements, nanoindentation and cutting tests. The increasing amount of BCl3 in the 

feed gas resulted in boron contents of up to 3.96 at.% in the coating, where careful adjustment of 

the BCl3 supply is necessary. By incorporation of boron, an increase of coating hardness due to an 

increasing density of structural defects was obtained. The grain size decreases for the highest 

boron content, while the structure changes from equiaxed grains to a fine lamellar structure. In 

milling and turning tests, an increased lifetime was obtained for coatings with low amounts of 

boron, compared to the TiCxN1-x reference. 
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1. Introduction 

The demand for tools with high reliability and durability is well known since the early ages of 

mankind. This is especially valid for metal cutting applications, where the invention of high speed 

steels and cemented carbides enhanced the performance of the tools by orders of magnitude. The 

application of wear resistant coatings consisting of hard materials, starting in the late 1960ies, led 

to a further tremendous improvement regarding to their durability [1]. When coated cemented 

carbides are considered, mainly two vapour deposition methods are dominant, i.e. chemical vapour 

deposition (CVD) and physical vapour deposition (PVD). CVD is applied, when high coating 

thickness up to 25 µm and Al2O3 coatings for thermal insulation and hot hardness are needed. 

PVD is dominant for highly interrupted cutting conditions like milling, threading and drilling 

operations [2]. The main fraction of CVD coatings consist of TiN, TiC and TiCxN1-x coatings, 

commonly in combination with Al2O3 where bonding layers containing small amounts of oxygen or 

boron are used to stabilize the desired oxide polymorph and to affect the texture of the oxide [3, 4]. 

To avoid decarburisation and formation of the brittle η-phase [3], the medium temperature titanium 

carbonitride (MT-TiCN) process using CH3CN instead of CH4 as carbon feeding precursor is used 

for the base layer, which allows deposition temperatures below 950 °C [5, 6]. Besides the variation 

of deposition parameters, dopants are used to influence the structure and mechanical properties of 

the coatings. The most common dopants of TiC, TiCxN1-x and TiN are BCl3, AlCl3, HfCl4, ZrCl4 as 

well as CO and C2H6 [7-17]. The mentioned chlorides except BCl3 can be easily generated from 

their metals by in situ chlorination using HCl. BCl3 is gaseous at room temperature at ambient 

pressure and can be dosed via mass flow controllers like CO and C2H6. Because of its high 

diffusivity at temperatures above 900 °C, BCl3 has to be used very carefully. Its interaction with 

cemented carbides, where hard and brittle W-Co-B phases like the η-phase, can be formed, was 

earlier used to increase the wear resistance of cemented carbides by diffusion methods [18], but is 

unwanted in state of the art CVD hard coatings due to their brittleness [19, 20]. Taking these 

limitations into account and choosing carefully the deposition parameters, BCl3 can be a very 

interesting precursor for wear resistant coatings without contamination of the substrate material, as 

already shown for TiB2 deposition via CVD [21]. Because of the enhanced oxidation resistance of 

Ti based coatings when small amounts of boron are incorporated [22], B addition via BCl3 seems 

to be promising. Thus, the Ti-N-B system was investigated in a wide range of deposition 

temperatures from 850 to 1500 °C by several authors [11, 13, 20, 23, 24]. The TiCxNyB1-(x+y) 

system, in particular, was investigated by Holzschuh [12, 19] using CH4 and CH3CN as carbon 

feeding gas, where high temperatures are needed for CH4 dissociation and the carbon-to-nitrogen 

ratio is limited for CH3CN, respectively. The limitations with both precursor gases can be explained 

by their chemical bonding and reaction characteristics. This work shows the feasibility to deposit 
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TiCxNyB1-(x+y) coatings using C2H6 as carbon feeding precursor at low temperatures of 920 °C, to 

minimize substrate contamination. 

2. Experimental details 

The deposition runs were carried out in a SuCoTec SCT600 TH industrial-scale low-pressure CVD 

unit. All samples for analytical investigations were placed in the centre of the batch, on the half 

radius of the tray, as described in [25]. Four different coatings have been synthesized with 

increasing amount of BCl3 in the feed gas. The TiCxNyB1-(x+y) layers were deposited on a 0.4 µm 

thick TiN starting layer. The depositions were done using the TiCl4-C2H6-H2-N2-BCl3 system at  

920 °C and a deposition pressure of 1.6×104 Pa. The basic feed gas composition for the TiCxNyB1-

(x+y) layer was 23.3 vol.% N2, 1.2 vol.% TiCl4, 1.5 vol.% C2H6, and H2 as balance, where BCl3 

fractions of 0, 150, 380 and 1070 ppm were added. The total gas flow was 65.4 l/min and the 

leakage rate of the system was better than 33 × 10-6 mbar l s-1. The deposition time of 60 min for 

the TiN and 470 min for the TiCxNyB1-(x+y) layers was kept constant for all coatings. The coating 

thickness was determined by light optical microscopy on polished cross-sections of three positions 

within the reactor, i.e. centre, half radius and outermost area of the tray. The mass gain was 

measured using a precision balance on 33 inserts out of a full batch. The analytical investigations 

were carried out on coatings deposited on WC-Co cemented carbide inserts with 12 wt.% Co,  

4 wt.% TiC and 8 wt.% (Ta,Nb)C in SNUN 120412 geometry according to ISO 1832 (12.6 × 12.6 × 

4.8 mm³). The used specimens were polished before the deposition process.  

The characterization of the surface topography and fracture cross-sections was conducted using a 

Zeiss Ultra 55 plus scanning electron microscope (SEM). Roughness values were determined 

using a Leica DCM3D profilometer at 100× magnification in confocal mode. The average surface 

roughness Sa of the coatings was determined using a measurement area of 127 × 96 µm on three 

different positions according to DIN EN ISO 25178.  

The chemical composition of the TiCxNyB1-(x+y) coatings was determined using a Jobin-Yvon Horiba 

JY10000 glow discharge optical emission spectroscope (GDOES). The calibration was done on 

isostatic hot pressed reference materials, made of powder mixtures with varying compositions. 

Microstructural characterization was done by X-ray diffraction using a Panalytical X’Pert Pro 

diffractometer and Cu K radiation. The determination of the phase composition was carried out in 

locked coupled mode. The texture coefficient TC was calculated according to equation (1) from the 

intensities of diffraction lines, I(hkl):  

 

(1) 
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As texture-free intensities, I0(hkl), the relative intensities from JCPDF #01-071-6059 were 

employed. n is the number of peaks considered. Ten reflections, i.e. (111), (200), (220), (311), 

(222), (400), (311), (420), (422), and (511) have been considered for calculation. The residual in-

plane stress was determined using the sin² method with 2 = 61°, corresponding to the (220) 

peak of TiCxN1-x, using an open Euler cradle on the Panalytical X’Pert Pro diffractometer and sin²Ψ 

values ranging from 0 to 0.9. For this calculation, an elastic modulus of 388 GPa and a Poisson 

ratio of 0.19 [26] were assumed. 

Several samples were investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) for a detailed 

structural analysis. For exact preparation of the deposited layer, target preparation using a focused 

ion beam was done. A FEI DualBeamTM instrument of type Strata 400, equipped with an 

Omniprobe AutoProbeTM 300 micromanipulator, was utilized for in-situ lift-out preparation out of a 

metallographic section [27]. The TEM was a Jeol 2010 FEF with in-column energy filter, working at 

200 kV.  

Indentation hardness and elastic modulus were measured on polished coating surfaces using a 

CSM Instruments Nanoindenter with Berkovich indenter and 30 mN maximum load. Loading and 

unloading rates were 60 mN/min with a residence time of 1 s at maximum load. 20 indentations 

were performed on each sample. The indentation hardness and elastic modulus were calculated 

using the Oliver and Pharr method [28], where a Poisson ratio of 0.19 [26] was assumed, and 

averaged. The determination of the area function of the tip was done on fused silica using an 

elastic modulus of 72 GPa.  

For turning tests, P25 WC-Co substrates with 7 wt.% Co, 2.6 wt.% TiC, 5.5 wt.% (Ta,Nb)C and Co-

enriched surface zone in CNMG 120412-EN TRM geometry were used. The turning test was a 

segment turning test, which is a combination of face- and longitudinal turning operation, on DIN 

1.7225 (42CrMo4) low-alloyed steel with cutting speed vc = 220 m/min, feed rate f = 0.4 mm and 

cooling lubricant. Each segment consists of six cuts, i.e. three face and three longitudinal cuts with 

a varied depth of cut ap = 3, 2 and 1 mm. The milling tests were carried out with WC-Co substrates 

with 10 wt.-% Co in RPHX 1204MO-EN M31 geometry. The milling test was a single edge milling 

test with cutting speed vc = 220 m/min, feed rate per tooth fz = 0.4 mm, depth of cut ap = 2.5 mm 

and contact width ae = 40 mm on DIN 1.4021 (X20Cr13) martensitic steel in dry cutting operation. 
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3. Results  

3.1. Deposition rate 

The deposition time of 60 min for TiN and 470 min for TiCxNyB1-(x+y) resulted in a mean thickness of 

0.4±0.2 µm and 6.0±0.2 µm, respectively. This corresponds to a deposition rate for TiCxNyB1-(x+y) of 

0.77 µm/h. The mass gain, which gives a good overview of the batch homogeneity visualized by 

the error bars in Fig. 1, indicates that the BCl3 in the feed gas does not affect the deposition rate. 

 

Fig. 1: Mass gain of the coatings versus BCl3 fraction in the feed gas. 

3.2. Chemical composition 

The chemical composition of the TiCxNyB1-(x+y) layers was determined using GDOES. The obtained 

mean compositions given in Table 1 are calculated from the depth profiles, which are exemplarily 

shown for B in Fig. 2. The fraction of titanium is very close to stoichiometry, which is expected for 

CVD coatings at the deposition temperatures used. The carbon content of the coatings with 

additions of BCl3 is higher compared to the TiCxN1-x reference coating and decreases with 

increasing amount of BCl3 in the feed gas. Fig. 2 indicates that the boron content determined 

shows a nearly exponential dependence on the BCl3 fraction in the feed gas. The amount of  

0.01 at.% B of the boron-free TiCxN1-x reference coating deposited without BCl3 addition, which is 

also similar in the substrate material, can be interpreted as offset of the calibration line; 

contamination was excluded by further experiments. Therefore, the nomenclature <0.01 at.% B will 

be used for the TiCxN1-x reference system. Essentially, coatings with two different composition 

ranges can be distinguished, i.e. low boron- (≤ 0.12 at.% B) and high boron contents (i.e. 3.96 at.% 

B). 
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Fig. 2: GDOES depth profiles of the boron content in the deposited coatings using different 

BCl3 fractions in the feed gas. 

3.3. Topography and microstructure 

The surface morphology and fracture cross-section of the coatings were investigated using SEM. 

Fig. 3 shows the equiaxed columnar grains of the TiCxN1-x reference system. In contrast, an 

increasing number of defects formed for increasing boron contents, till the structure transforms into 

a lamellar type for the highest amount of 3.96 at.% B. For this boron content, the columnar 

structure is completely suppressed. 

 

Fig. 3: SEM surface images and fracture cross-sections of the deposited coatings with different boron contents. 
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The two-dimensional arithmetic surface roughness Sa illustrated in Fig. 4 increases from  

43.3±0.7 nm for the TiCxN1-x reference coating to 86.9±1.5 nm and 95.0±2.1 nm for 0.04 and 0.12 

at.% B, respectively, and decreases again to 31.2±1.3 nm when 3.96 at.% B are incorporated. This 

trend is in good agreement with the evaluation of the SEM fracture cross-sections, where sharp 

tips of the crystal facettes can be seen for 0.04 and 0.12 at.% B. 

 

Fig. 4: Surface roughness Sa of the coatings with BCl3 fractions of 0, 150, 380 and 1070 ppm, resulting in boron contents 

in the coating of <0.01, 0.04, 0.12 and 3.96 at.%. 

The structure and phase composition of the coatings was determined using XRD. Fig. 5 shows the 

diffraction patterns of the synthesized coatings with the dominating (220) TiCxN1-x peak (based on 

a solid solution between TiC and TiN), which reaches the highest intensity. The TC(220) of 5.32 for 

the TiCxN1-x reference coating decreases only slightly to 4.00 for coatings with the highest boron 

content. The reference coating also shows traces of the Co6W6C η-phase, which could not be 

found for the other coatings. For the highest amount of boron in the coating, a peak broadening of 

the (220) peak, a low fraction of TiB2 and traces of the η-phase CoW2B2 can be identified. In 

contrast, the low B contents obtained for 150 and 380 ppm BCl3 in the feed gas can be assumed to 

be incorporated in the TiCxN1-x solid solution [11]. 

Fig. 6 shows TEM bright-field images of the TiCxN1-x reference coating as well as the coatings with 

0.04 and 3.96 at.% B, respectively. The growth direction of all three coatings is from bottom right to 

top left, as indicated in Fig. 6. A high number of defects like voids and dislocations can be identified 

in all coatings. For the TiCxN1-x reference system and the coating with 0.04 at.% B, grains can be 

identified which appear bright and seem to be essentially free of defects. However, for these grains 

the precondition for diffraction is not fulfilled, they become visible when the specimen is tilted [16].  
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Fig. 5: XRD patterns of coatings with <0.01, 0.04, 0.12 and 3.96 at.% B. 

The average grain width, estimated by a line intersection method, decreases with increasing B 

incorporation. The coating with 0.04 at.% B shows a grain width of 130 to 230 nm, while for the 

coating with the highest boron content 50 to 120 nm could be determined. This corresponds to the 

lamella width of the SEM top view image shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 6: TEM bright field cross-sections of the coatings with different boron contents. 

3.4. Mechanical properties 

The residual stress of the coatings was determined using the sin²Ψ method and its dependency on 

the boron content is illustrated in Fig. 7. Due to the fact that CVD TiCxN1-x based coatings usually 

show thermal cracks, only the remaining stresses after cracking can be measured. The influence of 

the B content on the thermal expansion coefficient is assumed to be minor and thus the cracking 

behavior of the investigated coatings should be comparable.  The increasing incorporation of boron 
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in the coatings led to an increase of the residual tensile stress from 542±35 GPa for the TiCxN1-x 

reference system to 638±23, 617±25 and 794±28 GPa for 0.04, 0.12 and 3.96 at.% B, respectively. 

 

Fig. 7: Residual stress of the coatings determined with the sin²Ψ method depending on their boron content. 

Hardness and elastic modulus were determined using nanoindentation. The hardness of the 

coatings (cf. Fig. 8) increases from 26.9±1.1 GPa to values of 28.9±1.5, 30.1±1.2 and  

30.5±1.3 GPa for boron contents of 0.04, 0.12 and 3.96 at.%, respectively. The hardness of the 

TiCxN1-x reference coating as well as the increase due to the incorporation of boron correspond 

well to literature [19, 29]. The decrease of the elastic modulus from 543±19 GPa for TiCxN1-x, which 

corresponds to earlier work [16], to 485±11 GPa for the coating with the highest boron content 

shows an approximately exponential correlation to the incorporated boron, but higher values 

compared to literature [30]. Additional measurements on a (001) sapphire single crystalline 

reference sample with elastic modulus of 410 GPa yielded values of 404.5±13 GPa, thus 

calibration errors could be excluded. 

 

Fig. 8: Indentation hardness HIT and elastic modulus EIT depending on the boron content of the coatings. 
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3.5. Cutting performance 

For the evaluation of the cutting performance, segment turning and milling tests were conducted on 

cemented carbide inserts with the synthesized coatings. Fig. 9 shows the maximum flank wear of 

the cutting inserts in both cutting operations depending on the boron content of the coatings. For 

the continuous turning operation, a clear improvement could be identified for the coating with a low 

boron content of 0.04 at.%. In contrast, the maximum content of 3.96 at.% led to an increasing 

tendency for crater wear and also to increased flank wear. For the milling operation, also significant 

improvement was obtained for low amounts of boron in the coating. In this cutting operation, not 

only the continuous wear, but also the formation of thermal cracks limits the lifetime. Due to the 

comparable coating thickness, the formation of these thermal cracks was similar for all investigated 

coatings and thus we focused on the examination of the flank wear. No chipping at the cutting 

edge could be observed.  A significant increase in lifetime and a decrease of flank wear could be 

found for the coatings with 0.04 and 0.12 at.% B. Similar to the turning operation, a decrease of the 

cutting performance could be observed for the highest amount of boron, i.e. 3.96 at.%, but not as 

pronounced as for turning. 

 

Fig. 9: Maximum flank wear of the coatings in segment turning and milling operation depending on the boron content of 

the coatings. 

4. Discussion 

The results obtained demonstrate the feasibility to deposit TiCxNyB1-(x+y) hard coatings using the 

TiCl4-C2H6-H2-N2-BCl3 gas system at 920 °C. The columnar structure of the TiCxN1-x reference 

system without B (c.f. Fig. 3) and the preferred (110) texture are comparable to MT-TiCN coatings 

investigated in an earlier work [16]. The obtained higher hardness is caused by the higher carbon 

content (c.f. Fig. 8) in the coating and in good agreement to results published by Holzschuh  

[19, 31] for coatings deposited at 1015 °C using CH4 as carbon feed gas. In contrast to these 
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observations, the deposition rate was unaffected by the BCl3 addition in this work. The chemical 

composition of the TiCxNyB1-(x+y) coatings (c.f. Tab. 1) shows carbon fractions of 0.8 < x < 0.9, 

which are significantly higher than for coatings based on the MT-TiCN process [32]. The 

modification of the coating structure is similar to the results reported by Holzschuh [19, 31] and 

Wagner et al. [11], when boron is incorporated into the TiN or TiCxN1-x solid solution, but the used 

BCl3 fractions differ significantly. Wagner et at. found a boron content of 3 at.% in TiNB coatings 

when 20 vol.% BCl3 at 950 °C and atmospheric pressure were used. Holzschuh used 0.4 vol.% 

BCl3 in the MT-TiCN process to incorporate approximately 3 at.% B at 900-1000 °C. The BCl3 

fraction used in this work is lower by a factor of 4 compared to Holzschuh and 200 compared to 

Wagner et al. to achieve comparable B contents in the coatings. This is caused by the lower 

process pressure, which corresponds to a decreased residence time of the feed gases in the 

reactor. The formation of the TiB2 phase at higher boron contents is comparable to the findings of 

Wagner et al.; however, in the present work no peak shift of the TiCxN1-x phase due to B 

incorporation was observed (c.f. Fig. 5). Nevertheless, the increase of hardness is significant even 

when small amounts of boron are incorporated. These results agree well to literature [11, 19, 31], 

even for the different measurement methods and instruments. TEM results (c.f. Fig 6) showed that 

the incorporation of boron led to homogenously distributed defects. No evidence for B segregation 

to the grain boundaries could be observed [19, 20]. The increasing number of defects is coupled 

with an increase of residual stress in the coating (c.f. Fig. 7), but no significant grain fining effect 

could be observed, till the structure transfers to the lamellar type characteristic for the highest 

boron content studied. The GDOES profile for the highest BCl3 fraction of 1070 ppm (c.f. Fig 2) 

showed a decrease of boron from the uppermost to lower regions of the coating. One possible 

explanation is that the highly distorted lamellar structure could not incorporate the total amount of 

BCl3 offered, and thus its concentration in the boundary layer formed in the CVD process [26] 

increases during layer growth. Only for this high BCl3 fraction, small traces of a Co-W-B phase 

could be observed. This high BCl3 fraction is thus too high both from the deposition point of view 

(i.e. formation of Co-W-B- phase) and it moreover affects the coating structure in an undesired way 

(i.e. formation of a lamellar structure). According to the findings of Holzschuh [19], an increasing 

performance of TiCxNyB1-(x+y) coatings with low amounts of boron was obtained in milling operation. 

But in contrast to [19], also an increase of lifetime was observed in turning tests, when low 

amounts of 0.04 at.% B are incorporated.  
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Tab. 1: Chemical composition of the coatings. 

at.% 
BCl3 fraction in the feed gas 

0 ppm 150 ppm 380 ppm 1070 ppm 

B 0.01 0.04 0.12 3.96 

Ti 50.2 49.9 50.1 49.7 

C 39.7 45.5 41.4 40.2 

N 10.0 4.5 8.3 6.0 

 

5. Summary and conclusions 

TiCxNyB1-(x+y) coatings were deposited via CVD using a TiCl4-C2H6-H2-N2-BCl3 gas system at  

920 °C with BCl3 fractions from 0 to 1070 ppm, yielding a maximum boron content in the coating of 

3.96 at.%. Since boron incorporation into the coatings correlates exponentially to the BCl3 fraction 

in the feed gas, careful dosing of the precursor is necessary. The increasing boron content resulted 

in an increasing number of defects in the formed TiCxNyB1-(x+y) solid solution, in an increasing 

hardness and residual tensile stress, till the structure converts from an equiaxed, columnar to a 

lamellar structure for the highest boron content. An improved cutting performance could be 

detected in milling and turning tests for boron contents below 3 at.%. Compared to earlier studies, 

the used feed gas system offers the possibility to deposit TiCxNyB1-(x+y) coatings at low 

temperatures with high carbon ratios and hardness enhancement due to the low amounts of boron 

incorporated, where substrate contamination by boron in-diffusion can be neglected. 
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